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ABSTRACT

DECISION-MAKING IN NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS: TOWARD A TYPOLOGY,
by Major H.D. Crawford Jr., USA, 185 pages.

This paper examines theories and models of decision-making
processes from an interdisciplinary perspective, with a view
toward deriving means by which the behavior of a given actor in
the national security arena might be systematically fitted to an
available model of decision, for purposes of description,
explanation, and/or prediction. The principal models explored
are those generically labeled 'analytic', 'cognitive', and
'cybernetic'. Principal features of each are evoked to provide
terms of reference to relate to actor characteristics.

The 'operational code' construct is proposed as a concise r -

means to depict the central beliefs which guide decision-making
behavior and thus suggest modeling parameters. The 'code' is
operationalized by the assignment of value continuua along dimen-
sions reflecting its content, which ultimately combine to form an
'operational code profile'. The profile is then heuristically
reduced by inferences of relative centrality and interdependence
of component beliefs to a minimum essential set. Representative
profiles are devised to reflect the ideal characteristics corres-
ponding to each of the models under investigation.

Three national security decision-makers whose operational
codes have been studied are selected for analysis. Operational
code profiles are developed for Secretaries of State Byrnes,
Acheson, and Dulles, and conformance noted with those of the
cybernetic, analytic, and cognitive decision-maker, respectively.
The historical record is reviewed in the case of Byrnes as a
preliminary assessment of the utility of the typology.

The study concludes that a typology of decision-making based
upon the operational code profile furnishes a potentially useful
methodology for the analysis of national security decision-makers
and decisions, and with additional refinement may have broader
applications in adequately modeling the decision process.

.............
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I NTRDUCIr XIQ3NM

The formal study of decision-making attracts continuing

attention across a wide range of disciplines; in political

science, this attention has focused upon efforts to obtain a

better understancing of the national security policy-making

process in general, and of specific decisions arising therefrom --

in particular. This focus has given rise to a sizeable body of

literature on foreign policy generally grouped under the rubric

of 'bureaucratic politics', which borrows heavily from organize-

tion theory, cognitive psychology, systems analysis, and other

fields in its attempt to construct reasonably comprehensive

models or at least paradigms of the decision process. The

principal emergent models - analytic, cognitive, and cybernetic -

have been uniformly characterized as complementary rather than

competitive in nature, so that applicability of each perhaps V_

varies according to some combination of situational variables as

yet undisclosed. Since a given policy represents in some sense

an aggregate of the preferences of individual policy-makers, an

obvious variable of primary interest is the decision-maker

himself: the present effort, then, represents an attempt to

obtain parsimonious means by which the decisional behavior of

key individual actors in the national security arena may be

explained and/or predicted within the framework of existing

theoretical models.

... . . . .. . ................... ..... . . . .. . .. . . .... ........*.
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The normative study of decision-making has deep roots in the

applied sciences. From elemental mathematical treatises

motivated by scholarly interest in the human thought process,

whole fields of study have sprung over time, which have in turn

added their own contributions to the sum of scientific knowledge.

Theoretical worKs such as Boole's The Laws of Thought and

Savage's The Foundations of Statistics are of broad, even

philosopnical import in establishing the basic conceptual frame-

work within which hypotheses may be developed and inferences

drawn, while reference works such as Howard's. et al. Readings In

Decision Analysis are of considerable value in reviewing major

findinga and relating their significance to the fields they

affect. Specific areas of inquiry arising from and impacting

upon the quantitative study of decision-making are replete with

texts recounting the basic principles and tools of calculus,

differential and difference equations, probability theory,

statistics, stochastic processes, game theory, linear

programming, network and graph theory, time series analysis, and

the like. The discipline of decision analysis is a relatively

recent development whose principal proponents have opened a

meaningful dialogue to formulate their tools within the context

of the individual decision-maker. In Games and Decisions, Luce

and Raiffa ponder means to quantify uncertainty, a focal element

of the modeling process and key determinant of the basic nature

of probability assessment. Luce ponders the topic further in

Individual Choice Behavior, and Raiffa in Decision Analysis.

2
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Howard and his colleagues provide additional insights in a series

of manuscripts and articles compiled in Readings in Decision

Analysis, beginning to draw upon the studies of cognitive

psychologists for more rigorous treatment of the individual

process of choice.

Psychological inquiries into decisional behavior generally

recognize as seminal the work of Leon Festinger in A Theory of

Cognitive Dissonance. The characterization of choice as the

product of interaction of and compatibility with basic beliefs is

discussed in various respects by Edwards and Tversky in Decision -

Making, and elaborated on in a series of articles highlighted by

the contributions of Tversky, Kahneman and Langer. This school

of thought has in turn motivated sociologists to apply its basic

precepts to enhance the study of organizations. The classic

dicta of Taylor's The Scientific Principles of Management have

thus been challenged in repeated instances by March and Simon in

Organizations, by Simon in Administrative Behavior, by Cyert and

March in A Behavioral Theory of the Firm, and by Lindblom in The

Policy-Making Process, inter alia.

The impact of behavioralism on political science has provided

in itself a subject of considerable debate in the literature. In

Foreign Policy Decision Making, Snyder, Bruck. and Sapin

established a basic framework for formulating the national

security policy process in behavioral terms, but the skeleton

3 - '
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lacked much in substance, as Paige noted after a sustained effort

to apply it to The Korean Decision. The writings of scholars

returning from government service, however, lent persistent

credibility to the approach; Hilsman's Policy Making in Defense

and Foreign Policy laid early groundwork for Allison's dissection
p4

of the Cuban missile crisis in The Essence of Decision, and with

Halperin's Bureaucratic Politics and Foreign Policy the study of

'bureaucratic politics' gained recognition as an important means

to facilitate understanding of the coilective decision-making

process. Additional behavioral insights at the international

level have been provided by de Rivera in The Psychological

Dimension of Foreign Policy and by Jervis in Perception and

Misperception in International Politics.

The study of individual political decision-makers through the

behavioral lens owes much to the George biography of Woodrow

Wilson, and George's subsequent formalization of the concept of

the 'operational code'. In Enemies in Politics. Finlay, Holsti

and Fagen explored cognitive impacts on decision-making, and a

cognitive 'mapping' construct was formalized by Axelrod, et al A"

in The Structure of Decision. Further detailed treatment of the

cognitive model is given by Steinbruner, who also proposes the

cybernetic model in The Cybernetic Theory of Decision. A number

of case studies have been undertaken by these and other authors

employing the various models under discussion to characterize the - - -

behavior of indi'idual and collective decision-making entities.

4
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Decision-making under stress and governmental crisis behavior

are phenomena which have spawned a considerable literature of

their own above and beyond general treatments of the decision

process. This literature concentrates largely upon the cognitive

iripact of stress and the influence of environmental variables,

and thus tends to draw upon the results of psychology on the one

hand. and mathematical system simulation on the other. Hermann's

Crises in Foreign Policy: A Simulation Analysis and Choucri and

North's Nations in Conflict are prominent examples of the latter,

while Brecher's Decisions in Crisis and Janis and Mann's Decision

Making propose several variants of the cognitive paradigm in the

former category. Holati explores both cognitive and environmen-

tal variables in Crisis, Escalation, War, and further exploits

results of communication theory to incorporate this crucial

factor in intra- and intergovernmental crisis dialogue. Hermann

summarizes many of the important findings of behavioral research

.n International Crises; a similarly valuable collection is

presented in Falkowski's Psychological Models in International

Politics. Stein and Tenter, while considering a crisis situation

in Rational Decision-Making: Israel's Security Choices, 1967,

provide a highly valuable discussion of analytic, cognitive and

cynernetic processes and their potential variation among the

successive stages of decision-making. Perhaps the most

comprehensive single collection of crisis case studies is offered

in George and Smoke's Deterrence in American Foreign Policy:

Theory and Practice.

5
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The initial task at hand is to distill from the literature

outlined above the essential features of its principal generic

paradigms and attendant models: the analytic, cognitive, and

cybernetic. From this discussion emerge the key behavioral char-

acteristics associable with each model, to facilitate meaningful

comparisons with the corresponding characteristics of actual

decision-makers. To this point, such comparisons have largely

oeen conducted directly on a case study basis to illuminate

specific situations and outcomes; the object here, however, is to

determine systematic means of association between decision-maker

and model, so that streams of events over time influenced by the

actor's behavior may be analyzed in a more comprehensive fashion.

The 'operational code' construct refined by Alexander George

is proposed as a concise means to depict the central beliefs

which guide decision-making behavior and thus suggest modeling

parameters. In order to realize this potential role, however, it

Is necessary to evoke from the "code' an explicit representation

of its contents which can be systematically constructed both for

the 'ideal types' arising from the models and for selected actors -

whose operational codes have been determined through previous

studies. To this end, value continuua are devised along twenty-

four dimensions reflecting the components and sub-components of g

the five 'philosophical' and five 'instrumental' beliefs compria-

ing the code. A given belief can of course exhibit any range

between logical extremes in practice, but need be characterized

6
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here only in the trichotomy of values required to distinguish the

three models considered. Based on the nature of the belief and

the corresponding properties of the respective models, then, each

continuum is assigned an analytic range, a cognitive and a cyber- .... [

netic one, resulting ultimately in an "operational code profile'
'.4

of each 'ideal-type' decision-maker.

The profile is concurrently examined for relative centrality

of the beliefs depicted to the specific task of predicting

decision-making behavior. Heuristic inferences suggest that some

components of the operational code are less important than others

in this regard. Further, assertions are formulated to suggest an

* interdependence between combinations of beliefs in the same

context, so that a reduced set of six dimensions is finally

deduced as a potentially minimum essential set. Case studies are

reviewed using the full belief set, in part to review assertions

of interdependence against observed belief patterns, and in pert

to demonstrate the value of the relative parsimony attainable

through the determination and application of an equivalent - or

at least sufficient -reduced belief set.

Operational code studies are available at this juncture on

only a handful of key decision-makers; indeed, one of the most

optimistic objectives of this study would be to promote broader

undertakings in this area. Fortunately, several of those which

have been conducted touch the field of national security affairs

7
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to be addressed here. In selecting cases among these for analy-

sis, the principal objects at such an embryonic stage are

necessarily to control as many variables as possible, and to seek

candidates who might reasonably be expected a priori to furnish

examples conforming to each of the major models investigated. On

these bases, operational code profiles are developed for

Secretaries of State Byrnes, Acheson and Dulles, thus controlling

for major disparities in time and role, and ultimately yielding

favorable comparisons to expected patterns of the cybernetic,

analytic and cognitive decision-maker, respectively. Source

material employed in formulating the profile varies from the

formal operational code study only in the case of Byrnes. where a

surrogate is available in the form of a 'psycho-biography' of the

sort motivated by George's Wilson study, and in which elements of

the operational code are thus implicitly imbedded for deduction.

The favorable results obtained in these cases motivate at

least a cursory examination of the utility of the decision-making

typology generated by the operational code profile as a vehicle

to illuminate a review of historical events, and thereby provide

some indication of the descriptive and explanatory, if not

predictive, value of the methodology. The cybernetic model is

applied to an examination of Byrnes' major official activities

and initiatives as Secretary of State, recalling a pattern of

behavior with crucial implications for postwar American national

security policy, prominent features of which are satisfactorily

i • L o . •• • • ' • . ... . . • ... • • •



explained only within the framework of the cybernetic paradigm.

This finding provides a strong preliminary indication that the

operational code profile yields a characterization of the

national security decision-maker which is both realistic and

concordant with observed behavior.

The potential applications of a coherent methodology for the

analysis of decision-making behavior are formidably broad.

The subject in at least normative manifestations pervades mili-

tary doctrine as well as business and various applied engineering

disciplines, and descriptive and explanatory inquiries are a

major focus of most of the social sciences. To the extent that

the individual is important as a unit of analysis - a premise

which has been cogently argued elsewhere, and is assumed self-

evident here - progress in understanding the complex outcomes of

national security policy is well served by research at the

decision-making level. This study represents an embryonic effort

to sort out some of the major issues and propose a general

framework of inquiry, necessarily raising more questions than it

answers in the bargain. But if the pages which follow contribute

justification and motivation to further efforts aimed at these

questions, they will have served their purpose.

9



CHAPTER 1

THE NcODELS

S IC

At the most general level, the individual decision process

appears to involve two relatively distinct stages: that of

formulation, and that of solution. To relate to more detailed

conceptualizations, 'formulation' may be considered to inciude

those steps contributing to the structuring of the problem, such

as 'diagnosis' or 'definition of the situation' and 'modeling' or

'search': solution' refers in turn to those measures taken to

reach a decision within the formulated structure: 'revision' or

additional 'information gathering', 'evaluation' or analysis'.

and 'prescription' or 'choice' or 'decision rule'. Implied, of

course, are measures for iteration through these stages, where

" revision, for example, may dictate reformulation, and so on.

This framework will suggest a certain complementarity in emphasis

among the models discussed: cognitive and cybernetic models seem

- to focus primarily on formulation, while analytic models are

oriented primarily toward solution. Since the actual decision

process necessarily involves a full measure of both stages, these

characteristics of the existing models may in themselves provide

fertile ground for further development. The principal motive

* supporting a review of the models themselves, however, is to

evoke the key features distinguishing each in a manner which will

facilitate comparisons with the corresponding features of actual

decision-makers.

10
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it actually makes little sense to speak of a single 'analytic

model' in a general sense; there of course exists a broad range

of techniques and methods of an analytic character from which

decisional problems may be addressed. Accordingly, we must

consider that area of the 'problem space' in which the problem

lies. This space has been defined along 
the three dimensions of 

4

variable content, uncertainty, and time dependence, in the manner

of the following:

4.

-4 6 

/ number of /
/ 

/.- 
'/

/ variables /
/ 

/.

7 8 
"

7 - -- --- The

- 'Probiem Space'

degree of I
uncertain.y

t m e 1 
3 

- - '

dependence 4 /I
I/

- - - - - -- - "

In the first corner, a few-variable, static, deterministic

problem might readily be treated with the tools of basic algebra

or calculus. As time dependence is introduced along the axis.

leading to (2), differential equations become a useful technique.

Along the horizontal axis, the few-variable, static, probabilis-

tic problem of (3) is treated by basic probability theory, while L

13..
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the many-variable problem arising at (4) lies in the realm of

muitivariable calculus and linear programming. As we leave the

axes to consider problems in more than one dimension, more

sophisticated techniques become necessary. The theory of

queueing and stochastic processes addresses the few-variable, - -

dynamic, probabilistic case of (5) , while multivariate

statistical methods may be applied at (6), and (7) suggests the

use of control theory or dynamic programming. Finally, we come

to (8), the many-variable, dynamic, probabilistic problem, and

find that, while some techniques such as Markov processes might

be useful, "it is more a matter of patching together

approximations to obtain a useful representation."l But this is

precisely the common case of complex decision-making under

-certainty addressed by the cognitive and cybernetic models, and

it is here that the science of decision analysis provides hat

exists of an analytical model for the rational treatment of

decisional problems.

Virtually none of the analytic techniques discussed offer

significant guidance in the stage of formulation, assuming

instead sufficient acumen, or, more likely, practice, on the part

of the decision-maker to readily identify and catalogue all

"relevant values, process variables, and resultant outcomes, and

1 Ronald A. Howard, "The Foundations of Decision Analysis." IEEE
Transactions on Systems Science and Cybernetics, vol SSC-4, Sep .',

1963; p. 395.

12



fit them to the appropriate procedure: "When we first encounter

him in the decision-making situation, he has already laid out

before him the whole set of alternatives from which he will

choose his action. This set of alternatives is simply 'given';

the theory does not tell how it is obtained. ''2  Decision

analysis, as the analytic model of primary interest, does provide

limited formulative treatment of an heuristic sort: "Analysis

serves as a stimulus for the decision-maker and his staff to

think hard, at a time when it counts, about new, viable

alternative actions. '3 By 'thinking hard', then, limited value

integration is attempted through quantification and resultant

preference-ordering of relevant outcome variables. The major

assumption is that these variables and preferences are well-

defined and readily identifiable: "the subject is assumed to

have an underlying stable knowledge of the quantity under

investigation." 4 The key point is that ordering presupposes the

ultimate establishment of a single comparative value dimension.

usually though not necessarily expressed in monetary terms.

Integration at this level has proven a challenging enterprise,

even in prescriptive economic applications: "Perhaps the widest

2 James G. March & Herbert A. Simon, Organizations. New York:

John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1958; p. 137.

3 Howard Raiffa, Decision Analysis. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley,
Inc., 1968: p. 269.

4 Carl S. Spetzler, "Probability Encoding in Decision Analysis",
in Ronald A. Howard, et al, Readings in Decision Analysis. Menlo
Park, CA: Stanford Research Institute, 1977; p. 411.

13
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gaps between theory and practice are in the area of values and

preferences.'*5 Some cognitive psychologists have been drawn to

seek less demanding variants on the model, such as Tversky's

'elimination-by-aspects' approach, 6 which compares alternatives

in terms of shared or unshared desired aspects. Still, integra-

tion and preference-ordering at the aspect level is required,

which may prove little less of a challenge than the original

conceptualization. Luce has proposed a stochastic definition of

preference which relies on relative frequency of selection as a

determinant of value7 ; this approach, of course, introduces an

additional dimension of uncertainty into the problem, as well as
Im

imposing ominous data requirements on the potential analyst.

The aoove discussion deals with what Tversky calls 'internal

uncertainty' , or the uncertainty of preferences. The more

oovious phenomenon, perhaps, is 'external uncertainty', or the

uncertainty of outcomes. This type of uncertainty is controlled r
in the analytic model by probability assessment of relevant

outcomes, which provides a b-.-is for calculation and comparison "'

of expected payoffs for available strategies. The technique of

probability assessment has itself produced a major split in

5 James E. Matheson. "Decision Analysis Practice: Examples and
Insights", in Howard, et al, op. cit.; p. 183.

Amos Tversky, "Elimination By Aspects." Psychological Review,

vol 79, #4, 1972; pp. 281-299.

7 R. Duncan Luce, Individual Choice Behavior. New York: John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1959; pp. 132-176.

14 '$'A :



decision theory regarding the basic nature of probability distri-

butions: do they represent an underlying state of nature, or

simply a reflection of the state of knowledge (and, conversely,

the state of uncertainty) of the assessor? Raiffa provides an

excellent historical account of the divergence between

,objective' an "subjective' probability theory,8  which dates

back to the early work of Bernoulli and Bayes, but the substance

of the dispute is perhaps best conveyed in the Luce and Raiffa

discussion of "certainty", "risk', and (total) "uncertainty". 9

The concept of a ofcisional situation in which all outcomes are

well-defined and determined with certainty from the set of

alternatives is unambiguous and a matter of general consensus

between the schools: unfortunately, in the context we are

considering, it is equally rare. The subjectivist view of

decision-making under risk holds that probability distributions

over the set of outcomes are determined by the level of certainty

which the decision-maker can assign to the occurence of each -

outcome, based on his specific knowledge of the situation at

hand: "Probability is a state of mind, not of things'' 0  Under

this view, the situation of 'total uncertainty' reduces simply to

a special limiting case of risk, in which all outcomes are

8 Raiffa, 2R. cit.; pp. 273-288.

9 R. Duncan Luce and Howard Raiffa, Games and Decisions. New
York: John Wiley & Sons, inc., 1957; pp. 12-23.

10 Ronald A. Howard, "The Science of Decision-Making", in Howard,

et al. or. cit.; p. 151.

15



necessarily viewed as equally likely, and are thus assigned equal

probabilities. This "principle of insufficient evidence"

approach seems to obtain the strongest support of those presented

by Luce and Raliffa for the treatment of uncertainty, although

alternative possibilities are presented, and the problem of

variable delineation observed.1 1  In the latter case, 'equally

likely' outcomes may be strongly affected by the scope of their

definition: in attempting to predict a state change in an object

at rest, for example, the equally likely outcomes defined by

,remain at rest' and 'move' are not the same as the equally

likely outcomes defined by 'remain at rest', 'move to the left'.

and 'move to the right', despite the fact that 'remain at rest'

describes the same state (outcome) in both cases. Accordingly,

the sub3ectivist view of total uncertainty as a limiting case of

risk, while eminently consistent and practical, does present

potential difficulties in logical construction. The counterpoint

is presented briefly by March and Simon, 1 2 and at length by

Palumbo. 1 3 In the ob~ectivist view, a situation o risk occurs

only when the set of outcomes is known to obey a probability

distribution derived either as a concrete property of the set or

a well-established relative frequency: any less well-defined

Luce and Raiffa, op. cit.; pp. 284-285.

12 March and Simon. op. cit.; pp. 137-138.

1.3 Dennis J. Palumbo,"Organization Theory and Political Science".
in Greenstein & Polsby, eds., Handbook of Political Science.
Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, Inc., 1975; vol 2, pp. 335-350. -*"A
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situation produces uncertainty, and the resultinq assertion that

the problem cannot be treated analytically. It might be argued,

however, that the notion of 'subjective probability' arises as a

natural extension of the 'ob3ective' case. for, particularly in

the case of relative frequency, the boundaries between the

positions may not be entirely clear. A simple but potent example

is provided by Ellsberg's paradox: consider two urns, one known

to contain 50 red balls and 50 blue balls, and the other filled

at random with 100 balls from a large supply of both red and blue

balls: given that you receive some prize for plucking a red ball,

from which urn do you choose to draw? Subjectivists and

oblectivists would agree that both cases represent valid

probability distributions: in the first case, the event 'red'

characterizes one-half the space of possible outcomes, and in the

second, sampling theory assures a relative frequency of one-half

for the event 'red' for a random sample of this size; the exact

fraction may be more or less than one-half, with equal

probability. Despite the agreement of statistical indifference.

however, psychologists have established a persistent 'ambiguity

effect', whereby subjects tend to choose the first case as more

well-defined and thus somehow offering the greater probability of

success. 1 4 This phenomenon both underscores the vagueness of the

purported boundary between the notions of 'subjective' and

"ob-ective' probability and reinforces the assertion that

14 Daniel Ellsberg, "Risk, Ambiguity, and the Savage Axioms."

Quarterly Journal of Economics, #75, 1961; pp. 696-699.
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probability is, at least perceptually, a state of xnowledqe

rather than a detached property; a perceived higher state of

knowledge in the first case induces a higher 'subiective-

probability assessment.

The complement of probability assessment in tne anaiytic

formulation process is the determination of the risk attitude of

the decision-maker. By deriving a 'utility function', outcome

vaiues may be weignted by the amount of uncertainty tolerable in

their pursuit. This derivation is accomplished through the

location of successive points of indifference between a given

value and a gamble or 'lottery' with fixed probabilities yielding

greater and lesser values: thus risk attitude is measured by its

imnpact on perceived outcome values. This 'unidimensionai'

approach lacks an account of the impact of risk attitudes on

probability assessments, a phenomenon widely reported in a

variety of situational contexts. Let us return to the Ellsberg

example: agreeing that the probability of success with the first

urn is indeed .5, the subject making that choice implicitly

assigns a 'subjective' probability of something less than .5 to

the event 'red' in the second urn. But suppose we now offer the

same choice predicated on the outcome 'blue'? If the subject

again chooses urn 1, as we would expect, then an assessed

probability of less than .5 for 'blue' in urn 2 is now inferred.

But now the total space of outcomes for urn 2 has been assigned

probabilities which sum to less than unity. This phenomenon,

18•
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l~abeiea 'subcertainty' and treated briefly by Raiffa,i5 has

prompted the development of a 'prospect theory' alternative, in

which the utility of a 'prospect' is determined as a composite of

weighted probab-lites and weighted outcome values: the latter

are the familiar utilities, determined from fixed probabilities,

while the former, termed 'decision weiahts', are determined frcm

fixed outcome vai7ues. 1 6 Kahneman and Tversky report experimental

results indicating that low probabilities are typically

overweiqhted. consistent with the continuing popularity of such

pursuits as insurance and sweepstakes, whereas high probabilities

.re typically underweighted, as the 'subcertainty' phenomenon

would suggest. A typical decision weighting function might thus

* resemble the following:

'(p) =p

Decision
weight

'rr (p)

V (p)

Probabilityp

* 15 Raiffa. op. cit.; pp. 108-114.

3.6 Daniel Kahneman & Amos Tversky, "Prospect Theory: An Analysis
of Decision-Making Under Risk." Decision Report #77-X, 1977.
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As the sketch suggests, the function may be very badly

behaved around the endpoints. Observing a 'certainty effect'

predicated on Savage's 'sure thing' principle, for example, the

authors noted a marked increase in the increment from hiqh

probability to certainty; a particularly cogent example is given

by the situation of Russian roulette, with a fixed 'value' of

life. Would you pay more (have a higher utility), the question

goes, to reduce the number of bullets in the gun from four to -. -

three, or from one to zero? Typically, of course, the latter is

chosen. At the other extreme, similarly, a priori 'low'

probability may be assessed as negligible, and thus be assigned

zero weight. Elsewhere, the potential interaction between

probability and outcome has been implied as well; Langer, for

example, reports an 'illusion of control' whereby higher

probability assessments occur in decisions with random outcomes

when a perceived (but nonexistent) measure of skill is induced. 1 7

The sum of these findings would suggest that analytic risk

attitudes, while not indeterminate, may be of an even higher

order of complexity than is currently treated by the analytic

model.

The cybernetic model simplifies matters greatly in posing the

process of formulation. Values are minimally articulated and C

limited to those essential to the preservation of the 'organism':

17 Ellen J. Langer, "The Illusion of Control." Journal of

Personality and Social Psychology, vol 32.#2. 1975: pp. 311-328.
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attention focuses accordingly on a few key variables associated

with these values, and the need for direct outcome calculations

is obviated entirely by the situational application or "mating" 1 8

of preprogrammed 'recipe' or 'SOP' responses. The original

source of this 'repertoire' of alternatives is, unfortunately, no L.

better specified than in the analytic case. Discussina a variant

of the paradigm in an organizational context, it is eminently

convenient for Simon 1 9 and March 2 0 to attribute the generation of

'programs' to "the organization". Steinbruner supposes instead

that alternatives in an unfamiliar situation are initially

selected at random, then reinforced through the processes of

revision and feedback to be discussed shortly.2 1 Complexity is

handled simply by fragmentation of the problem and proliferation

of decision-makers, so the process of decision-making at the

individual level remains a very simple one. The contextual

limitations of this model are readily apparent, but its parsimony

is appealing, and its basic thrusts probably painfully familiar -

to anyone exposed to routine operations in a large bureaucracy.

conditions which have motivated the study of 'bureaucratic

politics' and contributed many of the precepts of the model.

18 Richard M. Cyert & James G. March. A Behavioral Theory of the

Firm. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc.. 1963: pp. 78-81.

19 Herbert A. Simon, Administrative Behavior. New York: MacMillan

Co.,. Inc., 1976: pp. 100-103.

20 March & Simon, 2R. cit.: pp. 142-150.

21 John D. Steinbruner, The Cybernetic Theory of Decision.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1974; p. 54.
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Formulation in the cognitive model is more intricately shaped

oy the decision-maker's belief system and the tools which

structure it. Steinbruner identifies the latter as inferential

memory, or the use of hierarchy of associations to assimilate new

information: internal consistency of the set of beliefs;

congruence of beliefs with environmental reality; and belief

system economy, through simplicity and stability. 2 2  If the

cognitive mapping approach of Axelrod and Bonham and Shapiro can

be considered an adequate operationalization of this model, then

the cybernetic roots of the cognitive paradigm hypothesized by

Steinbruner become much more apparent than his generalized• L
- argument would otherwise suggest. In this approach, the belief

system is "mapped' through the use of content analysis of the

*decision-maker's written and/or spoken record to obtain a set of

causal relationships between concept variables representing

policy alternatives, situations, and outcomes. While a general

* analogy is probably premature, it bears noting that the

resulting 'map' displays striking similarities to the 'value

* model' which emerges in the corresponding phase of the analytic

orocedure. It is here, however, that the similarity ends, for

causal relationships in the cognitive map are generally limited

to 'positive' ( '), "negative'(-), or 'none' (0), although logical

combinations of these characterizations are sometimes employed to

reflect mixed attitudes. A very simple map, then, might resemble

22 Steinbruner,o.cit.: pp. 95-103.
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the following:
2 3

11

4

35

7= .

In the example shown, suppose that (1) and (2) are policy

concepts (e.g., 'buy a new car'), (3) through (9) are situational

concepts (e.g., 'repair costs'), and (10) and (11) are outcome

concepts (e.g., 'mobility'). The cognitive mapping approach

implies a sequential formulation process of inference, as

asserted by Steinbruner, followed by deduction. The formulative

process begins by identifying those concepts relating to the

decisional situation; suppose in the example that (5) and (6) are

so identified. The inferential process consists of tracing back-

wards through the map to infer those policy alternatives which

might affect the situation through the established causal

23 George G. Nozica, G. Matthew Bonham, and Michael J. Shapiro,
"Simulation Techniques", in Axelrod, ed., Structure of Decision.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1976: p. 350.
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relationships; in our case, (1) is so identified. Next, the

deductive process traces forward through the map to determine

associated outcomes; here, both (10) and (11). Thus the

successive processes of inference and deduction yield all means-

ends relationships relevant to the perceived situation. Of

principal import, however, is the fact that the inferentiai

process modeled in the cognitive mapping approach again

presupposes an existing policy repertoire or set of "scripts'

from which to select an alternative; as in the cybernetic model,

the decision-maker is presumed to "possess a set of policy alter-

* natives that are tied to his cognitive mapping, ready to be

evoked when a relevant situation arises," 2 4 , or, failing that.

"alternative courses of action proposed Dy others must be

suppliled. 2 5  Steinbruner's hypothesized developmental link from

the cybernetic to the cognitive paradigm now takes on some

iignificance. Still missing, however, is any rigorous treatment

- of the question of induction, or the 'novel solution', which one

would hope is not an altogether moot point. In the analytic

model, it is addressed only obliquely, recalling Raiffa's

admonition: "analysis serves as a stimulus for the decision-maker "

to think hard ... about new, viable alternativL actions": 2 6  in

the cybernetic and cognitive models, it is entirely absent.

.24 G. Matthew Bonham & Michael J. Shapiro, "Explaining the

Unexpected", in Axelrod, ov. cit.: p. 135.

25 Ibid.

26 Raiffa, op. cit.: p. 269.
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Although ideally it should follow the same pattern as

"search', 'revision' seems most properly classified as the

initial phase of the solution process: indeed, it may be the

latter's prime determinant, as in the cybernetic model to be

discussed, and in any case need certainly not follow the ideal

construct. Revision in the analytic model may occur both in

probability assessements and value/utility assignments, the

latter in a straightforward manner reflecting a change in the ....

environment, the former by applying Bayesian updating to the

probability distributions of outcomes to incorporate new

information. Notable, however, are cases in which the update

procedure may remain bounded by the initial framework of formula-

tion. The decisional model is first analyzed to determine the

value of additional information: this may be accomplished either

by considering available sources of information at their

perceived level of reliability, or, more conveniently,

calculating the value of 'perfect informatior', which. if not

worthwhile, would certainly rule out any less predictive data. 2 7

If the information is deemed to be too 'expensive' in the context

of the model, no updating is performed, and the initial

formulation remains intact. But since the value of information

is determined from this initial framework, a faulty formulation

may produce a faulty value. 4

27 Ronald A. Howard, "Decision Analysis: Perspectives on
Inference, Decision, and Experimentation." Proceedings of the
IEEE, vol 58, #5, 1970; pp. 546-550.
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As a crude example of the first case, suppose a friend tells

me he has a coin in his pocket, and, lacking any substantive

information about the distribution of his coins, I assign equal

probabilities to the outcomes 'penny' through 'silver dollar'; in

actual point of fact, it may be a negligible rarity that the

friend ever carries anything larger than a quarter. Before I

guess, ne offers to sell me information eliminating one coin. I

perceive that this information will improve my chances of making

a successful guess from 1/6 to 1/5, which may prove too small an

increment to 3ustify the expense involved; whereas, such informa-

tion would in fact offer an increment from 1/4 to 1/3, which may

be much more valuable. Assume, however, that the information is

bought; in the second case, information may not reveal faulty

formulation, and thus provide a faulty update. Returning to the

coin example, suppose that I have only considered the alter-

natives 'penny' through 'half dollar', whereas it is in fact

equally likely that my friend has a silver dollar. If he tells r
me it is not a quarter, my update on the probability of success

is from 1/5 to 1/4, rather than 1/6 to 1/5. Under these circum-

stances, I might be willing to pay more for information than it

is really worth, and still not arrive at an accurate formulation.

In the last case, under the same scenario as the preceding,

suppose my friend tells me his coin is not a silver dollar; now

my update produces no change at all, except to signal my faulty

formulation, and I am out the cost of the information. In each

case, the theory operates within the constraints of 'bounded

26
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rationality' by which the range of possible outcomes was initial-

ly formulated. I should pFlnt out that decision analysis

postulates a 'clairvoyance test' wnich attempts to detect

informational ambiguity of the sort illustrated, and further

encourages reformulation of the problem where information

4
produces ambiguous results: but these are more properly

injunctions on the perceptiveness of the decision-maker than

integral components of the analytic model, and one micht readily

imagine complex decisional situations in which the ambiguities

are far more subtle than those of the simpleminded examples

portrayed here. As a result, updating of ,robability assessments _

may not greatly improve the quality of the decision if the

initial framework is faulty.

Sensitivity analysis provides the analytic vehicle by which

changes in values may be applied to the solution process. In

general decision theory, this analysis involves determining a

range of values for each dependent variable through which an

initial solution remains valid, and the resulting change of

strategy outside that range. More exact deterministic techniques

such as linear programming include measures for rapid update of

outcome variable values based on input changes; the decision

analysis updating procedure, however, is applicable to both

output values and probability assessments, and thus provides

additional flexibility for revision under typical conditions- of

uncertainty.

27
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Both Bayesian updating and sensitivity analysis provide c.-lear

examples of Steinbruner's concept of 'lateral expansion', or the

continuous incorporation of new information and environmental

factors into the problem, while 'upward expansion', or

reformulation of the problem at increasing levels of generality,

remains something of an ideal construct.2 8  In his cybernetic

model, neither of these occur, and revision serves more naturally

as the last key step in the decision process. Feedback is

focused on the central variables identified in the formulation

stage, and registered dichotomously as either acceptable or

unacceptable, in the manner of a homeostatic device.2 9  The

manner of application of solutions varies with differing

anticipants of the model: Cyert and March describe a 'problemis-

tic search' 3 0 , by means of which various 'recipes' or %scripts'

are applied successively until acceptable feedback results, while

Lindblom uses the notion of 'incrementalism" 3 1 to posit slight

succe-sive changes in a specific 'SOP' to produce the desired

feedbacK. These approaches may relate situationally Lo the

problem of original formulation of alternatives discussed

earlier: the case of a limited repertoire or single randomly

obtained 'program' might readily be conceived as conducive to

28 Steinbruner. op. cit., pp. 42-43.

29 ibid., pp. 74, 78.

30 Cyert & March, op. cit., p. 80.

31 Charles E. Lindblom, "The Science of 'Muddling Through'."

Public Administration Review, vol 19, 1959: pp. 79-88.
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incrementalism, while tne large, weil-deveioped repertoire of a

stable organization makes the 'problemistic search' a more viable

alternative. We may also wish to consider at what point an

incremental change may be construed to constitute a distinct

'recipe', since at that point the two approaches converge in

their implications for the actual process. in either case, the

resulting 'instrumental learning' process by which items in the

repertoire are retained or eliminated over time is evident;

successful 'SOP' persist as potential solutions in decision-

making situations, while other less successful 'recipes' even-

tually drop out of the system.
3 2

Feedback in the cognitive model is deductive in that new

information must be assimilated into the existing structure of

beliefs. Illustrative of the potential distortion inherent in

this process, Tversky and Kahneman have suggested an 'availi-

ability heuristic' which causes overestimation of the

diagnosticity of new data when consistent with some readily

available recent and/or important historical analogy in memory: 3 3

conversely, Edwards has noted a 'conservative bias', whereby if

inconsistent data are received gradually, the coping mechanisms

introduced earlier may be effective in permitting only marginal

32 Steinbruner, op. cit., pp. 78-79.

33 Amos Tversy & Daniel Kahneman, "Availability: A Heuristic for
Judging Frequency and Probability." Cognitive Psychology, vol 5,

1973: pp. 207-234.
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adjustments. 3 4  The latter case seems to approach the 'incremen-

talism' of the cybernetic model, while the former implies much

sharper fluctuation. Jervis provides an excellent account of

these phenomena in an international relations framework, noting

also what he has termed an 'inertia effect', asserting that new

data have a decreasing impact as the decision process gains

momentum and a firmer perception of tne situation deveiops. 3 5

Cognitive revision is demonstrated in every case as highly depen-

cent on the belief structure, data content, situation, update

rate, and even time of arrival, so that optima. diagnosticity is

unlikely to be attained.

Feedback is conspicuous by its absence in the cognitive

mapping approach, a problem pondered at length by Axelrod but

without conclusive expianation. 3 6  A tentative, tempting

conclusion is that the problem has -imply been defined away.

Recaii tnat tne 'map' consists of causal paths between concepts

of pokicy, situation, and outcome: feedback in this context wouid

be reilecteo as a 'loop' or 'cycle' - a closed circular path

among concepts. A loop among situational concepts might be taken

to impute independent causality to these events outside the range

34 L. Phillips & W. Edwards,"Conservatism in a Simple Probability
inference Task". in Edwards & Tversky, eds., Decision Making.
New York: Penguin Books, inc., 1967; pp. 239-254.

35 Robert Jervis, Perception and Mispecention in International
Politics. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1976; p. 187.

36 Robert Axelrod, "Results", in Axelrod, op. cit., 1'p. 232-239.
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of aiternatives availanie to the decision-maker, and thus obviate

the need to include them in his 'map'; a cycle closed by a path

from cutcome bacK to policy, on the other nand, would imply a

priori knowledge of the policy outcome, and thus obviate the need

for the 'map' entirely. Given that the map is principaily a

formulation tool, however, and that feedback and revision belong

properly to the solution process, the latter type of cycle need

not De expected in the basic construction of the map, but is

certainly implicit in its final result: once the map is

constructed and complete causal paths from policies to outcomes

are determined, we might readily infer loops leading back from

outcomes to policies. indeed, it seems inconceivable that the

decision-maker executing a policy would be insensitive to its

final outcome; this sort of feedback occurs even within the

limited scope of the cybernetic model. We must bear in mind that

the "map' is a static 'snapshot' of the belief structure at a

pre-decisional point in time: it is thus unable to capture the

dynamics of the process portrayed by Jervis and others.

At this point, many of the evaluative aspects of the various

models have already been addressed, but it might be useful to

recapitulate and expand on the principal concepts in this

specific context. Characteristic of the analytic model is its

comprehensive evaluation of all formulated options: but note the

strict dependence of these calculations of expected utility upon

the assumptions of value integration and quantification, as well

33. I::
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as consistent risk preferences, oath of which depend in turn on

tne basic utility axioms:

Iq

(1) Orderability: transitivity of preferences.

(2) Continuity: values may be ordered by establishing a

point of indifference between a given value and a lottery on some

greater and lesser vaiues. This ordering is unique up a linear

transformation, and thus serves as the basis for the assessment

of utlilty.

(3) Substitutability: the 'given' intermediate value
LL

determined above, known as a %certain equivaient' , is inter-

changeable with the lottery from which it was derived.

(4) Monotonicity: a lottery between given greater and

lesser values with given probabilities is preferred over any

other lottery on the same values where the probability of

obtaining the greater value is decreased.

(5) Decomposability: a compound lottery (one constructed in

several successive stages) is indistinguishable in preference

from the equivalent simple lottery.
3 7

A,- •

Some of the observed attitudinal violations of these axioms

have already been discussed: in the process of evaluation,

37 Ronald A. Howard, "Risk Preference", in Howard, et al, O0.

cit.; pp. 438-440. -
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however, recurrent procedural violations nave oeen reported as

well . Tversky discusses frequent cases of intransitivity,

particularly in instances of small value differences, and most

notaoiv if the Luce model of stochastic preferences introduced

earlier appiies, in wnich case intransitivity becomes almost

preaictable. 3 6 Kahneman and Tversky have also observed an

'isolation effect' , in which some isolated feature of a compound

lottery renders it more perceptually attractive than the

equivalent simple lottery, thus violating decomposability. Their

example is a sample one: you must choose alternative A or B

before the lottery; which one would you choose in the following

cases?

0 30

.75
3000 A.7
30000

A 0

.25 4000 4000

B .8 B .2

.2

The two lotteries are exactly equivalent, with expected

values of 750 for A and 800 for B. In lottery II, most subjects

correctly chose B for the higher expected payoff. But in lottery

38 Amos Tversky, "Intransitivity of Preferences." Psychological

Review, vol 76, #1, 1969; pp. 31-48.
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i, the isolation effect produced a perceived certainty of gaining

3000 in the second stage under A, and so in consonance with the

'certainty effect' mentioned earlier and general principles of

risk aversion, now the great majority chose A. 3 9  These findings,

however, largely indicate analytic shortcomings in descriptivity :,':

as opposec to prescriptivity, which will be treated in more

detail later.

The lack of direct outcome calculation in the cybernetic

model has already been noted; the decision-maker may randomly

select 'scripts' or 'recipes' applicable to the situation, as in -

Steinbruner's conceptualization, or operate with incremental

variants of a single 'SOP', as in Lindblom's. In either case,

evaluation rests entirely on the feedback process described

above: acceptable or unacceptable outcome values determine

decisional behavior, and choices are eliminated over time based

on the latter.

The elimination process is more pronounced in the cognitive

model, since it operates categorically in a given case rather .

than incrementally over time. Among the cognitive tools already

described, 'consistency' demands value separation rather than

integration, and 'simplicity' imposes firm categorical beliefs in

the face of uncertainty, thus imparting clear and coherent rather

-39 Kahneman & Tversky, op. cit. pp. 15-19. _"4
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than probabilistic meaning to events. Steinbruner observes

several inconsistency-management mechanisms operating to maintain . .

stability: images and arguments from analogy: 'inferences of

transformation', or wishful thinking; and inferences o"

impossibility. 4 0  Each of these mechanisms may operate to

eliminate choices in the evaluative process, and negative images

of remaining 'undesired' alternatives may reduce the field

further. The logical extreme of this process, labeled 'single-

outcome calculation', concludes the evaluation pnase with but a

single 'acceptable' choice remaining. In the cognitive mapping

operationalization of these constructs, the concept of

'centrality' of beliefs plays the principal role in supporting

the notion of value separation. Centrality is defined simply by

the number of causal paths passing through the concept variable,

and when value conflict is detected between paths to a given

outcome, the path involving the 'less central' concepts is simply

"suppressed",4 1 which is to say eliminated, much in the manner of P

the inconsistency-management mechanisms cited above. Evaluation

thus proceeds at the 'minimum cognitive cost'. The mapping

approach also reflects the notions of 'positive' and 'negative'

images in evaluating outcomes, by the use of matrix algebra to

determine the overall multiplicative effects of each complete

derived path from policy to outcome. This is, however, the limit

40 Steinbruner, op. cit.: pp. 114-121.

41 Nozica, Bonham & Shapiro, op. cit.: p. 355.
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of causal description; no provisions exist for weighting or

functionalizing interrelationships, so the net effect of a policy

choice on a given outcome variable is either positive, negative,

or zero. Relative impacts of alternatives cannot be addressed:

by this type of caiculation we might suppose, for example, that a

protestatory diplomatic note would have the same retardant effect

on an international crisis situation as sending in the Marines.

The 'decision rule', while certainly the most straightforward

phase for discussion, is equally the most critical, since it is

here that the actual decision is made. The assumption of value

integration is again central to the operation of the analytic

model, since it enables the decision-maker to select an optimal

strategy, one that provides for simultaneous maximization of

affected values. In the cybernetic model, feedback remains the

key determinant, since the first 'recipe' which produces

acceptable feedback constitutes the decision, hence Simon's

'satisficing' rule. 4 2 The cognitive model is more problematic in

that Steinbruner confines himself to a discussion of 'tendencies'

rather than a single rule 4 3 , but two principal possibilities are

implicit. In the logical extreme discussed above, choice is

actually determined in the evaluation process: we might term this

'decision by elimination' . The other case uses Steinbruner's

42 Simon, on. cit.: p. 25.

43 Steinbruner, op. cit.; pp.122-l2 4.
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'single-value criterion' to discriminate among acceptable

alternatives, thus focusing in the end on reduction of values

rather than outcomes. This is in effect the procedure employed

in the cognitive mapping approach through the use of a

'lexicographic' decision rule. Values are ordered by relative

importance, and scanned successively across all derived

strategies, with the decision based on the first value dimension

which successfully discriminates among alternatives.4 4  This

phenomenon, known as 'tunnel vision' in the trades, thus ignores

all values beyond the point of discrimination, to include

cumulative effects. The potential implications of this rule .

might best be realized by returning once more to the notion of

buying a car. If I decide that a high-performance engine is the

most important aspect of this decision, then my best purchase may

be a machine powered by a 427-cubic-inch fuel-injected engine,

with no doors and four flat tires. The case may seem absurd, but

is illustrative of the behavioral extremes permitted by the 0-
L

model. I hasten to add, however, that there seems to be no good

reason why an optimizing criterion could not be substituted for

the lexicographic one, with the sole assumption that if values

can be ordered, then they can be weighted, so that all may oe

considered simultaneously, rather than in the isolation premised

by the single-value choice criterion.

44 Michael Shapiro & G. Matthew Bonham, "Cognitive Processes and
Foreign Policy Decision Making." International Studies

Quarterly, vol 13. 1973: pp. 76-77.
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Such a confluence of decisional models has already been

suggested, out not formalized, in the general development of the

analytic model. Analytic models of choice are not closed

systems, but incorporate cognitive assumptions; not only are

* estimates of value and probability subjective, but attitudes

toward different combinations of probability and value have

cognitive sources. Thus in addition to the "pure types', we

might well imagine a decision formulated cognitively and solved

analytically, formulated cybernetically and solved cognitively,

and so on: we might even hybridize at some combination of

sublevels, as in the preceding proposition of an otherwise

cognitive model culminating in an analytic decision rule.

Stein and Tanter, for example, have identified seven empirically

likeiy variants involving discrete applications of the three

models through the sub-stages of search, revision, evaluation and

choice, among 34, or 81, theoretically possible combinations.45

it is likewise worth noting again that the model may not in

itse 1 f provide a unique characterization of behavior and choice.

-he several disparate techniques which can collectively be

aescribed as 'analytic' have already been discussed, but without

absolute assurance that each is uniquely applicable to a given

situation. Similarly, Janis and Mann have proposed five variants

45 Janice G. Stein & Raymond Tanter, Rational Decision-Making:
Israel's Security Choices, 1967. Columbus, OH: Ohio State
University Press, 1980: pp. 63-87. 6&
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of the cognitive model reflecting distinctive patterns of coping

behavior. 4 6  It remains to be determined whether applicable

inputs to the generalized models will yield the appropriate

speciilc variations in the decision-making process suggested by

these alternatives.

Efforts at synthesis along these lines seem to offer great

promise for further research; but the key question, so often

overlooked in existing critical treatments, but which must

precede any meaningful development, is: what is the purpose of

the model? Until we can agree that what was, is, will be, and

should be are convergent, a single model simply will not do to

describe, explain. predict, and prescribe. The utility of each

of those described is well established; it remains to develop

clues to the applicability of each to specific cases. This

chapter has sought to evoke key features of the models which

would characterize decision-making behavior of an analytic.

cognitive, or cybernetic type, in order to facilitate the task of

associating model and actor in a systematic fashion. This task

is undertaken in the chapters which follow.

46 Irving L. Janis & Leon Mann. Decision Making: A Psychological

Analysis of Conflict, Choice, and Commitment. New York:

MacMillan Co., Inc., 1977: pp. 45-80.
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CHAPTER 2

rHE OPERATIONAL. C D IROFILE 'L

The entire 'rationalist' school in political science has

suoscribed to the anaiytic model as descriptive of the 'rational

actor' who serves as the central fiqure in system-level

internas:onal politics: the bulk of existing deterrence theory,

for example, is formulated on this premise. Paradoxically

enougn, the most vociferous criticism of this application of the

rodel would come probably not from the cognitive psychologists

who have observed so many behavioral deviations, out from the *--

quantitative decision theorists themselves, who never expected

otnerwise: analytic models "do not present a descriptive theory

of actual behavior, nor a positive theory of behavior for some ,

superintelligent being, but rather an approach designed to help

us erring folk to reason and act a bit more systematically - when

we choose to do so!" 4 7 The analytic model provides a normative

technique for the optimal use of the information available to the

decision-maker. To the extent that its premises must account for

such nominally descriptive functions as the definition of the .

situation, assessment of value preferences and probability

estimates, it relies heavily on cognitive assumptions, indeed

resembling the cognitive model in some formulative respects, as

has already been observed. Both models account for the various

47 Raiffa, oo. cit.; p. 125.
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'cognitive limits on rationality' discussed by the psychologists,

but the princioal difference lies in their respective underlying

l
thrusts: the cognitive model attempts to reproduce them faith-

fully for the purpose of description, while the analytic model

strives to overcome them by the application of prescriptive

techniques. The cognitive and cybernetic paradigms, in contrast

to the analytic model, have both been developed for the principai

purposes of description and prediction; if some of their

implications offer potentially disastrous results, there are

certainly enough disasters on record to argue against

discrediting their use for the stated purpose on that basis.

It is generally agreed, even among the proponents of the

other paradigms presented, that the analytic model presents the

superior normative technique for rational decision-making; it

remains, however, to determine an optimal process for description

and prediction. All three models, as well as some of the

'hybrids' suggested above, it might readily be argued, have some

descriptive power: even in the case of the analytic paradigm, a

great deal of formal instruction will have been wasted if the

model is nowhere in use. Accordingly, a principal task would

appear to be to determine what model or variant provides the best - J
"fit' for a given decision-maker in a given situation. This

question calls for a generalized 'mental portrait' of the

decision-maker in a situational context, one which would

encompass in a parsimonious fashion both the most central,

41
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II

general beliefs which serve as an overall guide to behavior

patterns, and those more specific beliefs which might shape

action in a given situation. George's 'operational code'

construct , capturing the 'philosophical' and "instrumental'

beliefs of the policy-maker in a political context, seems ideally

suited to this purpose. Derived, as in the cognitive model,

through quanitative or qualitative content analysis, the 'code'

refiects the desired sets of general and specific principles: 48

pq

THE OPERATIONAL CODE

I. Philosoohical Beliefs

i. What is the 'essential nature' of political life?
Is the political universe essentially one of harmony or
conflict? What is the fundamental character of one's
political opponents?

2. What are the prospects for eventual realization of
one's fundamental political values and aspirations? Can - .
one be optimistic, or must one be pessimistic on this
score: and in what respects the one and/or the other?

3. iS the political future predictable? in what sense
and to what extent?

4. How much 'control' or 'mastery' can one have over
historical development? What is one's role in 'moving'
and 'shaping' history in the desired direction?

5. That is the role of 'chance' in human affairs and in

historical development?

II. Instrumental Beliefs

1. What is the best approach for selecting goals or
o obectives for political action? ..

48 Alexander L. George, "The Operational Code: A Neglected
Approach to the Study of Political Leaders and Decision-Making."
international Studies Quarterly. vol 13, 1969; pp. 190-222.
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2. How are the goals of action pursued most effective-
1y?

3. How are the risks of political action calculated,
controlled, and acceptea?

4. What is the best 'timing' of action to advance one's -'

interests?

5. What is the utility and role of different means of
advancing one's interests?

The operational code has oeen used primarily as an

aiternative paradigm which, by virtue of its conciseness and

generaiity, necessarily suggesta general decisional propensities

rather than specific choices. The content of the belief set

depicted, however, evokes some highly suggestive hypotheses for

the application of more specific models to the successive stages

of the decision-making process. The systematization of such a

set of hypotheses, coupled with an improved understanding of the

,basic nature and dynamics of the operational code, offer

considerable promise as steps toward the construction of a

typology which would link a given decision-maker with the most

appropriate decisional model, and thus provide the necessary

linkage between observation and application of theory in

explaining and/or predicting policy decisions.

r In exploring the operational code belief set to discover -"

oropensities for patterns of decisional behavior, then, we wish

to determine the feasibility of a parsimonious operational-code-

based typology by which a given political actor might be

43
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ciassifiec with reasonable confidence and his approach to

decisional problems thus modeled in the most accurate fashion.

The present task is limited to the three 'pure' type classifi-

cations: analytic, cognitive, and cybernetic. Systematic assess-

ment and comparison can oe greatly facilitated if operational

code beliefs can be characterized with reasonable accuracy along

the dimensions which appear to be most salient to the parameters

of decision-making behavior, and in a fashion which permits

inferences distinguishing properties of the respective models in

each dimension.

Holsti's proposal of a 'coding system' to support the conduct

of operational code studies provides a point of departure for tae

desired characterization. His portrayal of the contents of the

operational code comprises a series of specific questions sub-

sumed under each of the belief categories previously introduced:

this listing is reproduced on the pages following. 4 9  The "

resulting system is accurately described as amenable to analysis

oy either quantitative or qualitative means; but little of an

intuitive leap is risked, and neither option forsaken, by

suggesting a more explicit characterization which seeks to answer

these questions by fixing, at least roughly, ranges of values on

continuua defined by the poles of each salient belief. .

49 Ole R. Holsti, "The Operational Code as an Approach to the
Analysis of Belief Systems." Final Report to the National
Science Foundation, Grant #SOC 75-15368, 1977: pp. 47-49.
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CODING GUIDELINES FOR OPERATIONAL CODE STUDIES

Philosophical Beliefs

la. What is the 'essentiai' nature of ooliticai iifer

- Is tne DooliCal universe znasicaliy conilictuai or narmonious?
- What are the sources of conflict?
- What are tne conditions of peace? --

- What is the nature of conflict?
- What is tne scope of conflict?
- What is the role of conflict?

lb. What is the fundamental character of one's poiltlcal oppo-
nents ana of other significant political actors?

- What is the nature of the opponent's goals?
- What are the sources of the opponent's goals?

- Is the opposition permanent and general or inmitea and specific?
- How is the opponent likely to respond to our conciliatory actions?
- How is the ooponent likely to respond to our policies of firmness?
- What is the opponent's image of one's own nation?
- What is the opponent's view of conflict?
- What is the nature of the opponent's decision-making process?
- What is the opponent's 'operationai code'?

ic. What is the nature of the contemporary international system?

- Is the international system basically conilictual or harmonious?
- What are the sources of conflict?
- What are the sources of peace?
- What is the structure of the contemporary international system?

- How stable is the contemporary international system? f.

2. What are the prospects for eventual realization of one's
fundamental political values and aspirations? Can one be
optimistic, or must one be pessimistic on this score? And in
what respects the one and/or the other?

- What is the nature of one's fundamental goals?
- Should one be optimistic or pessimistic? About long-term goals? About

specific undertakings?
- Is the optimism or pessimism conditional?
- On whose side is time?

3/5. Is the political future predictable? in what sense and to
what extent? What is the role of chance in human affairs and in
historical development?

- Is political life capricious, or does it follow a discernible pattern?
- What aspects of political life are predictable or unpredictable?
- What degree of predictability exists in political life?

45
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4. How much 'controi' or 'mastery' can one nave over historical
development? What is one's role in 'movinq' and 'shaping'

history in the desired direction?

- What is the role of the leader?

instrumental Beliefs

1. What is the best approach for selecting goals or obiectives
for political action?

- How should one establish the goals for political action?
- Should one seek optimal goals or is it better to seek satisfactory

ones?
- How many paths are there to the achievement oi ultimate goals?
- How should one deal with value conflicts?

How are goals of political action pursued most effectively?

- Under wnat circumstances is it permissible to modify, substitute for,
or abandon a goal?

- What approaches should be used in the pursuit of goals?
- Under what circumstances should one push harder, be prepared to

comoromise, or retreat from a previously held position?
- Under what circumstances is unilateral action preferred? Multilateral

action?

3. How are the risks of political action calculated, controlled.
and accepted?

- How are risks assessed?
- What approach should be used to limit or control risk?
- How should one deal with various types of tradeoffs associated with

risk?
- Under what circumstances are high risk (or low risk) policies

mandatory? Permissible? Prohibited?

4. What is the best 'timing' of action to advance one's inter-

ests?

- How important is timing in the achievement of major, long-term aspira-
tions?

- How important is timing in the success of specific policy undertakings?
- When is action required, permitted, or pronibited?

5. What is the utility and role of different means for advancing
one's interests? What resources can one draw upon in the effort
to advance one's interests?

- What are the preferred tactics? rii"*
- How is power conceptualized?

46
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The discussion which follows, then, directs itself to an

effort to fix the critical elements of each belief as ranges of

values on a series of belief continuua bounded by logical

extremes. Hoisti's coding guidelines largely inform the seiec-

tion of dimensions for analysis, although some liberties have

been taken. Questions addressing the nature of political life

and that of the international system, for example, are combined

as indistinguishable in the context of national security policy:

,:he view of the opponent, likewise, is reduced to a single dimen-

sion, relying upon the model's definition of the situation to

supply additional details after identifying the opponent in a

given case. Each dimension is then considered for its potential

marginal contribution to decisional behavior, by inferring corre-

lations between specific values and applicable characteristics of

the respective models. Inferences need be drawn no more specif-

icaiiy than from values ranging toward either pole or in the

mLdaie range, since only three model variants are to be cnarac-

terized. Finally, the aggregate is examined with a view toward

reauction and determination of overall propensities.

The philosophical beliefs reflect at the most general level

tme political actor's perceptions of tne environment and nis

interaction with it, and the first philosophical belief serves as

his worKing definition of this environment and the major forces

which shape it. As such, questions determining this belief might

by answered by fixing suitable values on the following continuua:

47
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a. The political universe is essentially one of:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

conflict harmony

At the margin, it seems a reasonable assertion that one who

believes the universe is basically harmonious would tend to use a

cybernetic decision model, following establisned proceaures and

making only incremental changes to maintain that harmony. One

who believes the universe to be irrevocably conflictuai, nowever,

is more likely to fit the cognitive model, with its shard

categorical inferences and analogizing. A belief that the

universe is not inherently predeterminate, on the other hand.

favors the use of an analytic decision process, whereby ali

relevant factors affecting the 'state of the universe' are

considered, values integrated, and optimum effect achieved.

Based on this reasoning, belie.f values on the continuum detining

the decision-maker's view of the political universe can be L
associated with salient characteristics of the three respective

models to divide the range of the continuum into three discrete

segments, one associable with each model, yielding the results --
L -

depicted graphically below.

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE
ANALYTIC:

conflict harmony

COGNITIVE:
conflict harmony

CYBERNETIC: .
conflict harmony
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b. The principal sources of conflict are to be found in the

nature of the:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

international h
system -..

state

Possibly one who places the bas.c source of conflict in the

nature of man mignt tend to address such conflict via a cognitive

or feedback-driven cybernetic process, whereas the view of

conflict as inherent in the state or international system might

seek structural solutions through an analytic scheme. These

inferences are reflected in the value ranges for the respective

models shown nelow: on balance, however, this belief seems even

at tne margin more relevant to defining classes of preferred

solutions than the means by which a choice obtains.

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE
ANALYTIC:

int'l system __ _ human condition

COGNITIVE:
int'l system human condition

CYBERNETIC:
int'l system human condition

state

c. The basic nature of conflict is:

POLE I--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE

zero-sum non-zero-sum

The nature of conflict may not provide a strong direct clue

- for the decision process either, although it might be contended

that a characterization of conflict as zero-sum is a categorical ,
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inference associabie with the cognitive model, while the non-

zero-sum case might support the 'satisiicing' strateoy of the

cybernetic approach; one who believes that neither is inherently

true might be more inclined to formulate analytically. These

ooservations, while again not expected to De conclusive, nave the

following graphic reoresentation:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE
ANALYTIC:

zero-sum non-zero-sum

COGNITIVE:
zero-sum I I non-zero-aum

CYBERNETIC:
zero-sum I i non-zero-sum

d. The various issues of conflict are generally:

POLE --RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

linked separable

The hierarchical structure of the belief system suggests a

strongly perceived linkage between component issues: hence such a r

Delief coincides with the tenets of the cognitive -nodel.

Conversely, the complete separation of issues is a key character-

istic of the cybernetic model. A more moderate appraisal,

finally, in which issues are linked as dictated by their

unaeriyinq environmental relationships, reflects formulation o.

an analytic type. This continuum, then, which appears directly

relevant to a determination of aecision-maKing benavior, divides

into three discrete segments representing tendencies of the

respective types, as indicated below. .
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POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE
ANALYTI C:

linKed separable

COGNITIVE:
iinked I separable

CYBERNETIC:
ilnked separable

e. The role of conflict is

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

functional (ystunctiona"

The belief that conflict is functional may reflect success-

jul efforts at reduction of cognitive dissonance through conflict

resoiution, and thus indicate a cognitive process, while the

dysfunctional view would in the extreme tend to impel a 'recipe'

approach to restore equilibrium, thus a cybernetic mode; one who

reserves judgement in favor of situational variables conforms to

the analytic process of comprehensive caicuiation in defining the

situation, and thus reflects an important aspect of that model.

These characterizations again yield a discrete segmentation of

tne belief continuum, producing a result similar to the preceding

one both in appearance and probable predictive power for

determining the appropriate model.

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE .0A
ANALYTIC: ,[
ANLT: functional I dysfunctional

COGNITIVE:

functional dysfunctional

CYBERNETIC:
functional I dysfunctional

5i.
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f. The actions and intentions of the opponent may be

determined:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

rationally j ascriptively

The perceived character of the opponent seems unlikely to

exercise a strong infiuence on the decisional model, except that

tne view of one's opponent as a rational actor mignt support tne

use of an analytic solution process for optimal countereffect,

wniie ascription may reflect cognitive biases; a cybernetic actor

wouid likely avoid prior characterization of opponents entirely.

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE
ANALYTIC: .

rational ascriptive

COGNITIVE:
rational ascriptive

CYBERNETIC:
rational I ascriptive

i .X L .4

The preceding series of deductions offers tentative means by

* wnich the elements of the first philosophical belief yield

aistinct profiles characterizing each of the decision-making

models under investigation. A complete recapitulation will be

presented at the end of this chapter, following completion of

review and associated inferences on the entire belief set; for

interim purposes of illustration, however, a single case may I-7

provide a sufficient sense of direction. The analytic profile

for the first philosophical belief, for example, has the follow-

ing appearance to this point:
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AN ILLUSTRATIVE ANALYTIC PROFILE - PHILOSOPHICAL BELIEF #1

BELIEF POLE 1--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

Pla political universe conflict narmony

b source of conflict int'l system _I man ,,

c nature of conflict zero-sum non-zero

a issues of conflict linked separable

e role of conflict functional dysfunct'l

f opponent actions rational ascriptive

The second philosophical belief further defines the environ-

ment as it relates to the particular values and aspirations of -

the political actor. in fixing the salient elements of this

beiief for further analysis and inference, attention focuses on

the dimensions of optimism versus pessimism, in both long- and -

short-term perspectives and tne variance of these attitudes with

the influence of time.

a. With respect to short-term prospects for realization of

goals, one should be:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

optimistic pessimistic

b. With respect to long-term aspirations for realization of

one's most basic goals and objectives, one should be:

POLE I--'RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

optimistic I pessimistic
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A priori optimism ana pessimism are both uncharacteristic of

the analytic model; accordingly, analytic processes miqht inhere

4
more readily in one who conditions his optimism on tne situation - -,

and other relevant factors, whereas predisposed optimism or

pessimism may oe characteristic of tne analogizing or conditioned

responses of a cognitive or cybernetic decision-maker. The same

rationale should apply in both the iong- and short-term cases,

producing the graphical results shown aelow. .

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE
ANALYTIC:

optimistic pessimistic

COGNITIVE: -

optimistic II pesimii 1
CYBERNETIC:

optimistic pessimistic

C. Time is on the side of:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

oneself one's opponents

The implications of a predisposed attitude toward tne role of

time should be similar to those of optimism/pessimism: signifi-

cant predispositions in either direction are marginal, if not

strong, indications of cognitive or cybernetic behavior patterns,

and seem likely to parallel attitudes of optimism or pessimism.

The profile elements illustrated below thus display the same

variation as shown in the preceding case, reflecting a homogene-

-* ous pattern of belief values associated with the respective .

-. models for the second pnilosophical belief.
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POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE
* ANALYTIC:

oneself I one's opponents

- COGNITIVE:

oneself I Ione's opponents

CYBERNETIC:

I .]

oneself one's opponents

The third philosophical belief oegins a measure of the

political actor's perception of change in his environment.

* Specifically, we wish to measure the level of confidence with

which the course of future events is anticipated. The actor can

Thbe expected to formulate decisions in a manner which anticipates

their effects on the flow of historical events: the question thus

p begs an answer of the following form:

The course of the oolitical future is essentially:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

deterministic __ __ capricious

An actor's belief in a completely determined political future

hreflects the sort of categorical inference most readily

* associated with the cognitive model, while a believer in total

capriciousness of the future could prooably operate effectively

*only by a non-goal-oriented cybernetic process. in between. one

who believes that the political future, while not strictly deter-

mined, is subject to analysis of probabilities of alternative

futures. might be considered an analytic formulator. These

inferences are summarized in pictorial form below.
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POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

ANALYTIC:
deterministic I capricious

COGNITIVE: I c
deterministic capricious ..,%

CYBERNETIC:
deterministic i capricious %

The fourth philosopnical belief measures most expiIcltly the

decision-maker's perceived interaction with his environment in

terms of level of control, and should bear strongly on propen-

sities for decisional behavior. This perception might, then, be

effectively captured by determining a value on the continuum

indicated:

One's control in 'moving' and 'shaping' history is:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE

total _none

One who believes himself in total control of historical

development again reflects the categorical definition of the

situation characteristic of the cognitive paradigm. Conversely,

a perceived total lack of control seems compatible only with a

cybernetic 'recipe' approach to decision-making. The middle

ground, where control might be aetermined as a function of

situational variables, is perhaps most appropriately the realm of

the analytic decision-maker, and thus suggests formulation in

accordance with that model. Discrete segmentation is the

intuitively satisfying result shown below.
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POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE
ANALYTIC:

total none

COGNITIVE:
total none

CYBERNETIC:
total none

The 'role of chance' addressed in the fifth philosophical

oeiief may be associated with the predictability of the political

future, and it indeed seems likely that the former belief would

be strictly determined by the latter: it is highly implausible,

for example, that a deterministic predictor would assign a large

role to chance, or vice versa. These two beliefs, then, if not

absolutely reducible, might at least be considered deter-

ministically interdependent for the present purpose, thus

yielding the same graphical results as shown above.

The above suggests that less obvious linkages may exist

within the philosophical belief set to further simplify the

analysis. In particular, the fourth belief, the role of the

leader, might be considered to exert a strong influence on the

preceding beliefs regarding realization of aspirations and

predictability of the future; one who believes himself fully the

master of historical development thus seems almost certain to

r
ascrioe predictability to future outcomes and anticipate

realization of goals optimistically. The overtones of a

perceived lack of control are perhaps less strong: it seems at

least marginally plausible that such a belief could accompany
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one of predictability or even optimism if motivated, for example,

by strong religious beliefs. Let us, however, consider this pole

in conjunction with princlpai elements of the first philosophical

belief: specifically, the essential nature of the political

universe, and the role of conflict. One who believes, for

example, in a basically harmonious universe but one in which

conflict is both dysfunctional and unavoidable might be fairly

described as an optimist, at least in the long run, who assigns a

large roie to chance in historical developments. On the other

hand, one who assigns the same role to conflict but considers it

the central feature of political life is almost certainly a
&

pessimist who attributes great predictability to the future.

Since the characterization of conflict as unavoidable seems to

follow necessarily from a perceived lack of control, other

permutations seem at best remotely likely: notabiy, however, the

former case consistently describes features expected of a

cybernetic decision-maker, while the latter splits evenly between

cognitive and cybernetic characteristics, which seems reasonable

in terms of the purported complementarity of the two models. As

a tentative result, then, it seems likely that these salient

elements of the first and fourth philosophical beliefs, whicn we

will label Pla, d, and e, and P4, corresponding to the intro-

I F duction of their decriptive continuaa above, will yield a reduced

profile explaining most of the variance in the full set of philo-

sophical beliefs for the present purpose. A single example is

again offered for purposes of illustration pending compilation of
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finai results at the conclusion of this chaoter. Reduction of

the philosophical beLiefs in the analytic case yields the

following portrayal:

AN ILLUSTRATIVE ANALYTIC PROFILE - REDUCED PHILOSOPHICAL BELIEFS

BELIEF POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--t POLE

Pla political universe conflict narmony

0 issues of conflict linKed seoarabie

e role of conflict functional I dysfunct'1

I
P4 control of history total none

The instrumental beliefs, as asserted earlier, are expected

to operate directly to influence modes of action in a given

situation. The first of these, determining how goals and

objectives are selected ior political action, suggests considera-

tion along four dimensions:

a. The basis for establishing goals lies in:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

selif-interest shared interests

One who establishes goals in terms of self-interest would

probably tend to formulate decisional problems using a cognitive

process by which conflicting values ano other interests mignt be

effectively screened out; an emphasis on shared interests, on the

otner hand. might tend to promote the development of generalized

policies applicable across a wide range of situations, thus a
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cybernetic approach. One whose goals are defineo more objective-

ly by relevant values is a more characteristically analytic

actor. Employing the same tecnnique of graphic summarization as

that used for the philosophical beliefs yields the representation

of the respective model elements shown below.

POLE 1--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE
ANALYTIC:

self-interest shared interests

COGNITIVE:
self-interest shared interests

CYBERNETIC:
self-interest shared interests

b. The manner of seeking goals should be:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

broad I limited

One whose goal orientation is reasonably broad seems likely

to formulate in a manner which captures the widest range of .

relevant decision-making variables - that is, analytically. An

extreme perspective in this direction, however, increases the

imperative for assimilation of data in a selective cognitive

,nanner, while the absence of any goal orientation again serves as

a orincipal feature of the cybernetic model.

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE-A
ANALYT7C: Y C

oroad limited

COGNITIVE:
broad II imite.

CYBERNETIC:
broad limited
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c. The paths available for achievement of goals are:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--; POLE

few I I many

A belief in multiple paths to achievement of goals seems most

4
readily associable with a cybernetic or coqnitive solution

process by which a strategy is selected randomly or by analogy.

whereas the quest for a single optimal path is more likely to

originate analyticaiy. None of the models, however, determine

explicitiy an a priori path distribution, so the predictive power

of this belief is probably relatively weak. -

POLE --RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE
ANALYTIC:

few many "

COGNITIVE:
few many any

CYBERNETIC:
few many______ mn

d. Conflicts of values are best resolved through:

POLE I--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

integration separation

Whether treated as an independent factor or not, the handlinc

of value conflicts is certainly a central determinant of the

process of formulation. Complete integration and resultant

ordering of preferences strongly imply an analytic process. ".

.;.mited integration a cognitive one: total separation of values ,*

suggests instead a cybernetic approach.
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POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE
ANALYTIC:

integration I separation

COGNITIVE:
integration separation

CYBERNETIC:
integration separation

The second instrumental belief seeks to explain the decision-

maker's view of the most effective means of pursuing his goals.

This question can be addressed by the foiiowing determinations:

a. The effective pursuit of goals requires:

POLE --RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE

firmness flexibility

The greatest measure of flexibility is that afforded by the

cybernetic model, where an incremental change in strategy occurs

with each instance of unfavorable feedback, regardless of diac-

nosticity. Moderate flexibility is in turn associable with an

anaiytic process in which new strategies result from optimal

analysis of new information. In the cognitive model, however,

even a great deal of dissonant information may not affect strate-

gy, thus relative inflexibility suggests a cognitive process.

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE
ANALYTIC:

firmness flexibility

COGNITIVE:
firmness I flexibility

CYBERNETIC: -
firmness flexibility
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b. The most effective manner of pursuing strategies is:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--; POLE

total incrementai

A believer in the general use of incremental strategies y--

displays cybernetic solution cnaracteristics, while pursuit of

broader, less well-defined strategies may reflect cognitive

dissonance reduction; one who believes instead that strategy is

determined strictly by situational variables is more likely to

choose a strategy analytically.

POLE f--RANGE OF VALUES--f POLE

ANALYTIC:

total incremental

COGNITIVE:
total incremental

CYBERNETIC: total j incremental

The political actor's assessment of the role and impact of

risk is measured by the third instrumental belief, in an effort

to determine how a situation of risk affects the actor's

selection of strategies and goals. Two factors appear to offer a r

satisfactory summary of this belief:

a. The assessment of risk as a factor in weighing outcome

calculations is:

POLE f--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE

decisive negligible
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One who assesses risks in a utilitarian manner, weigning them

against values in a consistent manner, is a strong candidate for

the analytic model. A more categorical assessment of risks

suggests instead the operation of cognitive mechanisms of clarity

and simolicity. Since direct outcome calculation is obviate-

entirely in the cybernetic model, we might suspect the marginai

ansence of risk assessment to imply such a process. The central-

ity of risk assessment as a determinant of decisional behavior

!ends potential importance to the graphical representation shown.

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE
ANALYTIC:

decisive I negligible

COGNITIVE:
decisive I I negiigible

CYBERNETIC:
decisive _ _ negligible

b. Risks are controlled most effectively by limiting:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

ends I I means

One who controls risk by limiting means seems likely to

operate in the incremental fashion predicted by the cybernetic

model, while the limitation of ends is more characteristic of

the cognitive reduction mechanisms posited by that construct: one

* w.io does both in optimally relevant measure, however, construc-

ting the necessary linkages by which means affect ends, displays

important facets of analytic decision-making. The results in

this important factor again reflect discrete segmentation.
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POLE I--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE
ANALYTIC:

ends means

COGNITIVE:
ends means

CYBERNETIC:
ends means

The relevance of timing in achieving interests is the subject

of the fourth instrumental belief, and suggests immediately a -

continuum of importance, both as a short- and long-term factor:

a. Timing in the short time is:

POLE I--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE

important __ __ irrelevant

b. Timing in the long term is:

POLE I--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

important j irrelevant

The perception of timing seems to have predictive power only

in that a belief in timing as a priori irrelevant is uncharacter-

istic of an analytic formulation process where all factors.

timing included, would be weighed. It might be argued that such

a view is most compatible with a cybernetic model where timing is

unlikely to be an important factor; but this does not appear to

be a principal characteristic of any of the models discussed, and

thus the results depicted below will probably not provide

definitive information.
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POLE 1--RANGE OF VALUES--t POLE
ANALYTIC:

important irrelevant

COGNITIVE:
important i irrelevant

CYBERNETIC:
important i irrelevant

The fifth and final instrumental belief seeks a measure of

what seclfilc means are perceived as most useful in advancing the

decision-maker's interests. The actor's preference of tactics

and conception of power seem the most useful determinants in this

regard:
L

a. The most useful tactics in pursuing goals are those which

are based on:

POLE )--RANGE OF VALUES--' POLE

force negotiation
°-° - - .

b. The dimensions of power are:

POLE I--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE

one (military) ( many

The utility of various means to goal attainment again seems a

weak predictor. We might suppose that any strong predispositions

along these lines hint at a cybernetic 'recipe' approach, while a

prominent out less pronounced belief may reflect the analogizing

of the cognitive model, and no disposition at all increases the

propensity for analytic solution techniques. None of these.
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however, seems strongly indicative of decision-making propen-

sities.

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE
* ANALYTIC:

force negotiation

one (military) many

COGNITIVE:
force negotiation

one (military) many

CYBERNETIC:
force negotiation

one (military) many

To recapitulate, the first three instrumental beliefs seem ,.

most relevant to the purpose of building decisional models. To

determine whether this list is further reducible, it may be

useful to review contents of the philosophical beliefs for

possible interdependencies. in reviewing elements of instrumen-

tal belief #1, it seems reasonable, for example, that knowledge

of a decision-maker's view of the political universe and

perception of conflict might strongly influence his establishment

of goals: thus one who sees a conflictual, zero-sum universe is

likely to emphasize self-interest, while one who views the

universe as basically harmonious and conflict as non-zero-sum

will more probably establish goals based on shared interests.

Similarly, the scope of goals sought is likely to vary directly

with one's perceived level of control over historical

development. The perceived paths to achievement of goals seem

relatively indeterminate in terms of other beliefs, except that
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perhaps a harmonious view of the universe and/or a functional

view of conflict seems most compatible with the perception of

multiple patns; further speculation seems unproductive, however,

recalling that this component was not at any rate anticipated to

ne a powerful predictor of decisional behavior. The integration

of values, on the other hand, has undeniable importance, but

seems directly paraliei to perceptions of the scope of conflict

and resulting integrability of issues. In each of these cases.

tne influence of interdependence is reinforced by the consistency

of predicted decision-making; accordingly, it seems reasonable to

expect that most of the marginal variance in instrumental belief

0'. wil be explained for the present purpose by a suitable

z:omonation of the first and fourth philosophical beliefs.

The perceived character of an effective strategy depicted in

instrumental belief #2 appears likewise intertwined with the

cifcslon-maKer's perceived control over nistorical development:

thus one who expects to exert little or no control must of neces-

sity be flexible, while one with total control has no such need,

and should thus be more inclined to firmness. The relationship [-a

of strategy selection with the latter seems similarly straiqht-

forward, in that the scope of the strategy an actor selects

should vary directly with the amount of control perceived in

subsequent shaping of the environment. Thus we may anticipate

tmat most of the variance in the second instrumental beilef will

oe explained ny values of the fourth philosophical belief. _

I-



Linxages to the third instrumental belief seem to be

considerably less powerful. It might be supposed, for example,

that a nigh degree of perceived control impiies cateqoricai

assessment of risk: but then such control may rest entirely upon

an ability to assess risks in a utilitarian fashion. Components

of the first philosophical belief seem equally unlikeiy to

provide any definitive trend. A key distinction must be observed

oetween this belief and the 'role oi chance' . wnich is exmectea

to be dependent. One who believes the future is completeiy

deterministic nas no need to assess risk; one wno oelieves the

future to be totally capricious has no means. In the vast gulf

between. however, the perceived role played by chance and the

means of coping with the resulting risk may vary with

considerable independence. One may. for example, assign a large

role to chance and still avoid risky options, assess risKs

analytically, or ignore them altogether: one who oelieves the

future extensively predictable retains similar options. It thus

appears useful to retain the third instrumental belief as an

independent variable for the present purpose.

Reviewing the argument thus far in terms of both

interdependence of beliefs and predictive power of their various

components, then, the following set seems essential for the

selection of a decisional model: philosophical beifs la, the

essential nature of political life, Id. the scope of conflict.

and le, the role of the leader; philosoonical belief 4, level of
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control; and instrumental belief 3. coping with risk. To

clarify, we might consider the belief set among the various

dimensions discussed as a 'profiie' defining the decision-maker's

operational code. and, more specifically, his propensities for

tne decisional behavior predicted by the major models discussed.

To reinforce this notion, it may prove useful to aggregate the

profile elements developed in this chapter. ooth for the full and

reauced belief sets, of the 'pure types' we have considered: thus

we would expect the first figure foliowing to portray an

analytic decision-maker, the second a cognitive one, and the

third a cybernetic type. On the figures, oeliefs comprising the

Zull and reduced belief sets are listed vertically: width

determines the allowable range of values on the corresponding

continuum. No more than a rough characterization of range has

oeen attempted, consistent with the preceding discussion; in most

cases. the result portrays values which tend toward one or the

other extreme, or a middle range, which suffices to distingt:ish

among the three alternative models. No argument has been offered

for the uniqueness of these profiles in representing the

respective decision-making processes, although the mutual

exclusiveness and exhaustiveness of the reduced sets may offer

some support for this assertion. More importantly, there remain

some 726 possible profiles 3ust from the reduced belief set

deduced, even without more specific characterization of values:

these may provide important insights for future consideration of

composite decision models.
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*BELIEF POLE 1--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

Pla political universe conflict ____harmony

b source of conflict int'l system t ___man

c nature of conflict zero-sum inon-zero

d issues of conflict linked Iseparable

e oeof conflict functional ____________

f opponent actions rational ____________

Oa time bias oneself opponents

P3 course of future deterministic capricious

P4 control of history total none

P5 role of chance total inone

11a oasis of interests self Ishared

b goal definition oroad ____limited

c paths to goals f ew many

d value resolution integration iseparation

12a goal pursuit firm I flexible

b strategy total incremental

13a risk factor decisive negligible

b control of risk ends I means

14a short-term timing important irrelevant

b long-term timing important irrelevant

I5a tactics force negotiation

b dimensions of power one ____many
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REDUCED BELIXEF- SET

BELIEF POLE --RANGE 0F VALUES--i P 0L1E

-Pia political. universe confl.ict harmony

a issues of conflict jinxed ser irable

-- e role of conflict functional dysfunct'l

P4 control of history total Inone

13a risk factor decisive Inegligible

- b control of risk ends __ _means



A ~COGNITI VE PROFIL E ";.

BELIEF POLE i --RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE 

Pla oiitical universe conflict armony

.o source o conflict int'i system man

c nature of conflict zero-sum non-zero

a issues of conflict linked separable

e roie of conflicz functional dysfunct'"

r opponent actions rational ascriptive

D2a snort-term prospects optimist pessimist

o iong-term prospects optimist j pessimist

M_ c time olas oneseif opponents

P3 course of future deterministic capricious

P4 control of history total none

P5 role of chance total none

Ia oasis of interests self shared

- goal definition broad limited

c paths to goals few many

d value resolution integration t separation .. .

12a goal pursuit firm flexible

b strategy total incremental

13a risk factor decisive negligible

b control of risk ends means

I1 4a snort-term timing important irrelevant

b long-term timing important I irrelevant

K 15a tactics force i negotiation '...

b dimensions of power one , _many___my
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REDUCIED SELIRF SET=-

BELIEF POLE -RANGE OF VALUES--, POLE

* Pla political universe conflict ha8~rony~-

d issues of conflict linked separable

e role of conflict functional I dysfunct'l

*P4 control of history total none

*13a risk factor decisive II negligible

b control oi risk ends I ___meansr
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A CY ENETIC rROFILE

BELIEF POLE '--RANGE 0F VALUES--i POL F

Pla political universe conflict narmony

b source of conflict int'i system man

c nature of conflict zero-sum non-zero

d issues of conflict linked separaboe

e role of conflict functional aysiunct'i

i opponent actions rational ascriptive

P2a snort-term prospects optimist I pessimist

o long-term prospects optimist I I pessimist

c time bias oneself __ 1 opponents

P3 course of future aeterministic capricious

P4 control of nistory total none

P5 role of chance total none

Ila oasis of interests self shared

b goal definition broa limited

c oaths to goals few many

a value resolution integration separation

I2a goal pursuit firm flexible

b strategy total incremental

13a risk factor decisive negligible

b control of risk ends means

14a short-term timing important I irrelevant

b long-term timing important irrelevant

i5a tactics force I negotiation

b dimensions of power one " _ many
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RIEDUC--ED B3ELIIEF' SET;"

BELIEF POLE I--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

Pia political universe conflict narinony

d issues of conflict linxed separable

e role of conflict functional I dysfunct'l

P4 control of history total none

-13a risk factor decisive negliible

b control of risk ends ____ means
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CHAPTER 3

IM ENI, CC3E ,.. M,! I

Despite the fragmentary nature of the prececing conciusions, •

a brief consideration of selected cases at tnis point may provide

some preliminary indication of the potential utility of the

analyticai framework. A conscious effort has oeen made to select

cases with a view toward controliing for all factors no-:.

intrinsic to the analysis: thus wide disparities in time, space,

ana role have been avoided at the present stage. Secretaries of

State James F. Byrnes, Dean Acneson, and John Foster Dulles all LL

served the United States government in the same capacity and in

reasonably close succession, and are thus well suited to the

oo3ectives outlined above. Additional considerations favor these

selections: they are among the few on whom comprenensive opera-

tionai code studies are available or readily derived to serve as

a basis for applying the typology developed in the preceding

chapters, an important factor since the actual conduct of such a

study would extend well beyond the scope of the present effort:

and, perhaps most significantly, a review of these studies

suggests that tnese three decision-makers may provide reasonable

approximations to the 'pure types' addressed by the models uncer

study: analytic, cognitive, and cybernetic. Byrnes, Acheson anc

Duiles thus provide suitabie case studies for an effort to derive

operational code profiles for specific actors, and compare them .

to the ideal constructs already proposed.
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During his relatively brief tenure as Secretary of State from

* mid-1945 to early 1947, James Byrnes was the chief architect of

the 'patience with firmness' policy for ceaiing witn tne Soviet

Union that marked the early postwar era. The evolution of -his I
policy, however, is clearly marked by recurrent shifts on tne

part of Byrnes between stances of conciliation and firmness,

apparently as a function of domestic political pressures ana

negotiating stance. 5 0  The process suggests basic beliefs in

harmony, non-zero-sum negotiation, conflict avoidance, and flexi-

bility, significantly tempered by feedback in the domestic

political arena, all strongly consistent with the tenets of the

cybernetic decision model. This conclusion is reinforced by the

findings of Messer's investigation, which is not an operational

code study per se but a 'psycho-biography' of the George genre,

from which salient elements of the belief set required to recon-

struct Byrnes' operational code may be readily deduced.51.

That Byrnes' operational code should reveal a cybernetic

aecision-maxer is suggested early by Messer's description of his

political philosophy as "fundamentally one of opportunism ... -

50 John Lewis Gaddis, The United States and the Origins of the
Cola War, i941-1 9 47 . New York: Columbia University Press. 1972: U
pp. 282-315.

51 Robert Louis Messer, The Making of a Cold Warrior: James F.
Byrnes and American-Soviet Relations, 19 4 5 -i946 kunnuolishe-
dissertation, University of California, 1975). Subsequent cita-
tions of this study used in deriving Byrnes' profile are listed
by page number in brackets.
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directed above all at political survival ... " C18]. The author

repeatedly identifies domestic political parameters as feedback

mecnanisms exerting singular influence on Byrnes" behavior E252,

254, 402. 425). A 'satisficing' approach to decision-making can

be inferred from his characterization of Bvrnes' belief in

"politics as the art of the possible, of using whatever means

were availabie toward a desirec end- 126lj . These tnemes are

reinforced by a systematic construction of Byrnes' operational

code profile oased upon a complete oeiief set derived from the

study. in determining these oeliefs, preference is first affor-

ded to descriptions predating Byrnes' appointment as Secretary of ,

State, and second to discussion citing his prior beliefs in ex-

plaining his behavior in that role. The obiect is to preserve to

the extent practicable the predictive potential of the typology.

The results depicted below characterize Byrnes' operational code

by shading that portion of each profile continuum in the range

corresponding to his belief, as reflected in Messer's study.

BYRNES' PHILOSOPHICAL BELIEFS

Pla. The political universe is essentially one of:

POLE ]--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

conflict harmony

Byrnes' belief in a political universe which is essentially

harmonious is a recurrent theme in events spanning his career.

The following passages are particularly illustrative:
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"Byrnes' support of Wilson's internationalism ... seems more

. the result of a considered commitment than of temoorary exoecience
in a crisis ... he aamired Wilson's iqgnifled and altruistic peace
proposals ... The combination of Wilsonian liberalism ana prag-
matic politicai opportunism that characterized Byrnes' career in

the House was to manifest itself even more clearly later in his
actions as Senator during tne New Deal, as a wartime economic czar
and as postwar Secretary of State." 141-42,-

"Byrnes' presence [at Yaitaa ... left nim with an impression
of an easy-going camaraderie among Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin
that was to color his account of tne conference on his return ...
To Byrnes much of the conference's superficial agreement ano

friendliy cooperation ... must have seemed more real than it in
fact was ... Such a belief woulo make Syrnes an ideal reporter
and salesman of Yalta." 1149-1504

"Byrnes' world view was shaped and delimited by the aefini-
tions, procedures and oo]ectives of domestic iegisiative oo-itics.

That view of reality presumed a broad over-arching consensus of
beliefs concerning the validity of principles such as self-deter-
manation and the definitions of terms like 'democratic'." '1733

Pib. The principal sources of conflict are to oe founa in

the nature of the:

POLE I--RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

international I
oI human condition

system
state

Byrnes' reiliance on his experience and facility in the realm

of domestic politics looms equally large in his emphasis on

oersonal factors in the conduct of international relations:

"in taking with him into the arena of world politics hls %
domestically successful techniques of independence of action,
pragmatic compromise and his parochial perception of reality.
Byrnes introduced a personal factor that was to have a profound
effect on American-Soviet relations." (49]

"He was confident that a personal appeal to Stalin was the
Dest way to get results ... Byrnes attempted to get past the
obstructionist Molotov by dictating a message sent to Stalin ... --
When this attempt to circumvent Molotov failed, Byrnes grew

increasingly pessimistic about accomplishing anythino unless ne

%.. -.. ,°-
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could deal with Stalin personally ... Byrnes oegan to 1ooK on
Molotov as an evil usurper of Stalin's power, whose ambitions
threatened to plunge the world into another war ... While Moiotov
emerged as the villain of Soviet-American relations, Stalin
remained, in Byrnes' opinion, tne potential nero who could still
save the situation." i347-3483 N

"Byrnes' concern for Stalin's perspective.., reveals an impor-
tant characteristic of Byrnes' approach to international politics
- his reduction of complex policies and national interests to
individual personalities and the personal relations between
leaders. This personalization of international politics is mani-
fest in ... his reliance on personal diplomacy as the foundation
of his foreign policy." 1374•

Plc. The basic nature of conflict is:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

zero-sum non-zero-sum

A strong Byrnes conviction in the availability of non-zero-

sum outcomes in conflict situations is apparent in his thorough

"reliance on compromise as a viable technique of conflict resolu-

taon" 149'

"Characterizing the conference at Yalta as a convincing 4
demonstration of Allied unity and resolve, ... B yrnes stressed
that 'the important thing to me was that we did have decisions and
not merely declarations." t166.

"Byrnes defended 'intelligent compromise' as justified and F
necessary for 'political progress', both in domestic and L
international affairs. In his defense of compromise as the
foundation for progress, Byrnes revealed both the pragmatism of
his political philosophy and his transfer of it from the domestic

to the international sphere." (385"

Pid. The various issues of conflict are generally:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--, POLE

.......................................... 1.in. .ed I seoarable
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Byrnes' inclination to separate issues is a re:iection oi nis

narochialism: "the narrowness of his world view simply did not

provice tne range of perspectives and experience tnat woula nave

made practical his pragmatic approach to probiem-solving." '46:

:-a-a-,

"Byrnes expressed nis belief that agreements among the powers 4 4

could not ne altered by the UNO ... Any action by the San
Francisco Conference 'woulo have no more effect upon the
interPretation or modification of the aareements at Yalta than

woulo a similar action if taxen oy the corner policeman'...
Byrnes' rather too facile solution [was] ... that the Yalta powers
simpiy ignore the UN vote." [232i

"In denying any hostility toward the Soviet Union, while at

the same time insisting on retaining tne Amer'.can atomic monopoly,
Byrnes revealed that he saw nothing contradictory in the two
policies. The coercion and distrust implicit in the [American] ..-

policy of refusing to share, with an ally, a potentially

overwheiming military advantage, apparently did not even occur to

Byrnes." [281-

Pie. The role of conflict is

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

functional I dysfunctionai"-

The acove representation suggests that while Byrnes recog-

nized the inevitability of conflict and dia not snrink from it.

ne sought resolution in priority over principles. His beliefs

tnus incline him somewhat toward the view of conflict as

aysiunctional.

"Byrnes' intermittent deference to conservative doctrine seems
more a politically expedient rnetorical banner to be waved from
the bunting-draped platforms before conservative audiences at
home, but waived in the give-and-taKe of pragmatic legislative

politics. in the face of overriding considerations of what means
'serve desirable ends' in a crisis, Byrnes' only ideology was to
attempt both what was politically possible and would work." (43]
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"in relating the original motive behind nis Yalta note-:aking,
Byrnes implied Chisi ... suspicions of British intentions. Byrnes
made no mention of any similar concern about a Soviet record of
the conference proceedings. This disregard may have been an
oversight: or it may have Deen an indication that Byrnes ...
foresaw no reason why the Soviets and Americans should disagree
about the meaning of the Yalta accords." 1233-234)

Phf. The actions and intentions of the opponent may be deter-

mined:

POLE --RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

rationally I I ascriptively

Byrnes' view of the opponent as motivated neither rationaliy

nor ascriptively is portrayed in his tendency instead to anaio-

gize to reduce complexities to more familiar terms of reference.

"in explaining the complexity of the Polish proolem, Byrnes
likened the exile government of the London Poles and the Warsaw
government to the American Democratic and Republican National
Committees. Although a vehicle for Byrnes' wry humor, Byrnes'
choice of such an analogy reflects the same inability to transcend
the limits of his origins and exverience that appears in Byrnes'
thinKing on subject such as religion and race." [173-174'

"Byrnes. relying on a familiar analogy from domestic politics,
pointed out that everyone at Yalta recognized from the Deginning
that the Soviet-backed Lublin government would retain effective
control of the expanded regime. 'No political organization in
this country, under similar circumstances, would permit the words 7

of an agreement ... to mean that an entirely new organization
would be set up and be determined independently of an agreement on
the part of the principal power'." (236-

The components of Byrnes' second philosophical belief, regar-

* ding prospects for realization of fundamental goals, are shaped

by his life-long practice of political opportunism, suggesting a

short-term approach in which events could be exploited to his

advantage in situations of immediately favorable prospect, even
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against the foreseeable cost of ignoring or sacrificing longer-

term considerations of graver import. The focus of Byrnes'

efforts is illustrated by the examples wnich follow to be almost

*exclusively on potentiai *iains in the near term.

P2a. Wi4th respect to short-term prospects ior realization

of aoals,. one should be:

POLE 1--RANGE OF VALUES--"

0 D im Ist Ic............ pessimnistic

"Byrnes' opportunistic expansion of the [atomic] Domo's
sa.Qnificance to serve his own needs as Secretary is consistent
with his lifelong political opportunism, and his world view as a
pragmatic domestic politican... His oroilems as a nolitican
centered on deciding wnat actions to take, wnat goals - both
desirable and possible - to seek~ while he sti.1 heid power and
cou a :nfluence the immediaze course of events."[21.

"Byrnes could hardly have avoided becoming injected with
enthiusiasm for the bomb. But Byrnes' reaction to tne advent of
the bomb exceeded the zeal of the bomb's most ardent advocates.
The reason for this excessive reaction relates directly to Byrnes'
oecul~ar position as Secretary of State." £3072

",Ambassador JosephJ Davies' argument for seeing the bomb from .

the Soviet perspective apparently had no effect on Byrnes'
unbounded ootimism about the efficacy of the oomb as an instrument
of international policy." l8

?2b. With resoect to long-term aspirations for realizatilon

of one's most basic goals and obiectives, one should be:

POLE --RANGE OF VALUES--; POLE

optimistic i pesimistic

"As a poliician. Byrnes chose to ignore ... scientific

or analysis applied to a hypothetical future scenario in favor of
less rational considerations of current politics - domestic and
international ... While he may have accepted ... that in the long



run the bomb would be inimical to American strateqic interests,
and harmful to its power relative to the other maior allies.
politically Byrnes had to recognize and act upon the short-run
fact of the superiority, however temporary. conferred oy the
American atomic monopoly." [284.

P2c. Time is on the side of:

POLE !--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

oneself . one's opponents

The inference of time perceived as workina against Byrnes is

difficult to escape after characterizing him as short-term

optimistlic, but long-term pessimistic. His parochialism is the

aoparent source of his focus on action which would yield results

of immediate favorable impact, while his opportunism motivates

the belief that potential impact erodes over time.

"[Contemporary scientific] analysis of atomic policy focuses
almost exclusively on the distant future - ... the position of the
United States in 1955, not 1945. Byrnes would no longer be Secre-
tary of State in .955... Byrnes saw little choice but to use the
exclusive American possession of it -the bomb] to the greatest
possible advantage. Byrnes' choice was not based on rational, -
obiective calculation of deterrence, rates of technological ad-
vance or relative negotiating strengths. His choice was

determined by his sublective world view as he approached the
complex political problems, foreign and domestic, he would face as
Secretary of State." [284-2851

P3. The course of the political future is essentially:

POLE 1--RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE 

deterministic capricious

Assioning this variable a value refilectina only a modicum of

Dredictaoility in the course of events is again suggested oy
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Byrnes t.e opportunist. His nclination to spurn detaied pan-

nino in favor of an intuitive apProach to decision-making yielas

,.ne inference nat ne viewed the future with littie determinism.

"As both a domestic and international politician, Byrnes
relied neavily on intuition. pragmatism and opportunism. Both
critics and admirers who observed close-up his dolpomatic
tecnnicue, were struck by Byrnes' essentialiy intuitive approach
to world po.l'tics." "4141

"3yrnes' :nternreter at the Moscow conference, Charles Bonlen,
altnougn generally sympatnetic to Byrnes' performance as
Secretary, recalled the 'disorganized' and 'improvised' nature of
Byrnes' summit diplomacy, and attributed it to Byrnes' 'irregular
work habits' and the fact that 'he ran so much of foreign policy
from witnin his head'." 1414i

"Seorge Kennan, a bitter critic of Byrnes' Moscow agreements, -
who as Charge' in Moscow also witnessed first-hand the Secretary's
negotiating style, agreed that Byrnes was fundamentally an
intuitive and opportunistic foreign policy maker... 'He plays his
negotiations by ear, going into them with no clear or fixed oian,
with no definite set of ooiectives or limitations. He relies
entirely on his own agility and presence of mind and hooes to take
acvantage of tactical openings'." L4153

P4. One's control in *moving' and 'shaping' history is:

POLE 1--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE L

total none

Byrnes' shifting political positions and orientations, wnich

are a dominant theme throuQhout his career, make it clear that he

oerceived himself as shaped by, rather than shaDinq, the

circumstances of historical deveiopment.

"Pointing to the shifting Democratic position ... during his
public career, ne candidly admitted that 'circumstances indeed
alter oolitical convictions'. Reflecting on such fluctuations in .
a purportedly principled position, Byrnes was somewhat amused by
'the fact that changing conditions frequently alter a point of
view'." 38-39-
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"The lifeionq criterion for Byrnes' beliefs at any one moment
was their effect on his personal political survival. If there is
any consistent thread of thought running through Byrnes' long
career in politics, it is ambition... JHej quit nis foray into
tne unfamiliar sphere of international politics wnen it became
clear that he would ... have to accent blame for nis failure."
7440-441:

?5. The role of chance in numan affairs ana historical

development is:

POLE --RANGE OF VALUES--t POLE )

negligible pervasive

This inference derives directly from the preceaing .

characterization of Byrnes as a respondent to rather than a .

molder of historical development, oaralleiin. the argument of the

previous cnapter asserting a deterministic relationship between -

-he decision-maker's views of control and the complementary role

of chance. Application of this inference in the case at han-

aopears entirely consistent with the argument presented.

BYRNES' INSTRUMENTAL BELIEFS

...a. The basis for establishing goals lies in:

POLE t--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

self-interest I shared interests
II

"Characterizing the conference at Yalta as a convincina
demonstration of Allied unity and resolve, Byrnes revealed that he
hmd been 'tremendously impressed by the sincerity and comradeship

and genuine affection' among Stalin, Churchill and Roosevelt."

1667
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"When pressed ... on how Joint action oy the Big Three would
be operated in an emeroency. Byrnes expressed his 'honest belief'
that, faced with the threat of tne comnined Dower of America,
Britain and Russia, such an emergency 'will never arise'.
since 'when it is known that the three great powers are going to
act tooether, that there won't be any trouble'." 1*170 " "

"In the spring, 1945, Byrnes and a vast ma~ority of tne
American people defined ... success in much the same terms
Roosevelt had at Yalta that February - tne preservation, in tne
postwar [era]. of the wartime allied unity. At Yalta, Byrnes nac
seen firsthand Roosevelt expend every effort toward the goai of
continued Big Three unity... He still retained as nis coal tne
preservation of American-Soviet cooperation, ... 7and3 indeed, was
committed to reversing the deterioration in the relations between
tne two countries." 1221-222]

1Ib. The manner of seeking goals should ce:

POLE --RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE - -

broad I imitea

"Byrnes' political philosophy as it developed in his early
legislative career included the subordination of strict ideology
or principle to policy based on two fundamental considerat:ons:

1) tne pragmatic criterion of 'will it work?', and 2) the politi-
cal criterion of 'is it possible given contemporary political
realities?'. Byrnes concisely summed up this philosopny of poli-
tical pragmatism by referring to his career in the legislative
branch as one of maKing 'the art of the politically possible meet
desirable ends'." f383

"Byrnes was thrust into a position of malor responsibility, in
negotiations with foreign leaders concerning issues having pro-
found effects ... on the shape of the postwar world. Finding
himself ... a leader in the 'whole new world' of international ,
politics, Byrnes approached his problems as Secretary by relying
on his life-long practice of pragmatic opportunism, of politics as
the art of the possible, of using whatever means were available
toward a desired end." 6261i

11 .c. The oaths available for achievement of goals are:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

few I.. . .. . many

"8 8 ,,,.
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The inferences cited above serve equally to demonstrate

Byrnes' opportunistic tendency to pursue any path which presented

itself toward the attainment of a desired goal. His pragmatism

suggests his willingness to undertake diverse approaches offering

promise of success, with minimal regard to compromise of the

principles involved. He can thus be fairly characterized as a

believer in the potential for many available paths toward the

achievement of goals.

''d. Conflicts of values are best resolved tnrouon:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--) POLE

integration ... separation

Byrnes' practice of value separation as a conilict-reauction

mechanism is a necessary consequence of his separation of issues

in the same pursuit. Two illustrative examoles have already been

introduced in which Byrnes advocated UN action on the Security

Council veto issue in direct opposition to provisions of the

Yaita agreements [230-232] , and sought and apparently expected

continued Soviet amity while still retaining the American atomic

monopoly C280-287] . These conflicting value positions can be

explained satisfactorily only within the frame'Aork of a belief

set in wnich value separation is an essential feature.

-2a. The effective pursuit oi goals requires:

POLE J--RANGE OF VAUS--, POLE

firmness . . flexiDility

, . . o..
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Byrnes' wiiiingness to sucordinate principie to oDiective in

seeking feasible paths to goal attainment nas already been

pointed out: bargaining fiexioility is certainly inherent in tnis

practice. His readiness to undertake concessions to acnieve

agreements, however, orovices an even more vivic exnression of

his belief in this means oi pursuing goals.

"Central to this [Byrnes] proolem-solving approacn to politics
is the acceptance of compromise. During nis years in the House
and Senate. Byrnes applied the lesson learned eariier as a court
stenographer that 'in ail relationships in life, success and
happiness can oe achieved oniy by a willingness to maxe conces-
sions'. 7hus to Byrnes 'the art of legisiating is the art of
inteilgent compromise'." [38"

"Byrnes had frankly admitted his readiness to make such
accomodations in the interest of peace. 7I confess that i do

oelieve that peace and political progress in international affairs
as in domestic affairs depend upon intelligent compromise'...

Byrnes defended 'inteiiigent compromise' as ,ustified and
necessary for 'politicai progress', in ooth domestic and
international affairs. In his defense of compromise, as the
iounaation for progress, Byrnes revealed Dotn tne pragmatism of
nis political philosophy, and his transfer of it from the domestic
to the international sphere." 13851

12b. The most effective manner of pursuing strategies is:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE

total I incrementa..

Byrnes' definition of goal pursuit as 'the art of the

noiltical-y possible' offers a classic articuiation of an

incremental strategy. His proclivity toward concessions ana

comoromise and subordination of principle to the political

process further necessarily imply an acceptance of incremental

movement toward desired goals.

.~~~~~ .
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"As throughout nis puolic career, Byrnes, as Secretary of

State, was most of all concerned, not with iceology or aostract
principles, but witn outward appearances and nis own political

survival. As a preeminently domestic politician. Byrnes' system
of priorities and values, nis entire worlo view, dictated that, if

he were forced to choose between domestic and foreian versions of "" -.

reality, nis cnoice would oe dictated Dy domestic political con-
siderations, regardless of its international imolications." .254]

"Sa. The assessment of ris< as a factor in weianing outcome

calculations is:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

aecisive necaibie

Byrnes' risK attitude can oe aeduceo as a function of his

intuitive, opportunistic approacn to situations of uncertainty.

7he value portrayed suqgests that risk calculations playec itlTIe

i. any role in nis Pursuit of policy choices, a process guidea

more oy often surprising feedback than foresight.

"Byrnes at times seemed out of touch with ... increasini.v

nostile sentiment. His primary concern ... was that the American "

people would hold nim responsible for the breakdown of Allied

cooperation. He therefore was aenuinely surprised wnen nis
uncompromising stand [at the London conference of Septemoer 19453

won nim praise in the United States. Byrnes was surprised, too.

ny the storm of criticism arising from his Moscow agreements. But

the American reaction to both the London and Moscow conferences
must have taugnt Byrnes something." 14383

:is wii±inqness to undertake apparently contradictory oo'icy-

oositions in such cases as the UN Security Council voting formula

:230-2323 ano American atomic policy 72S0-2871 reinforce the

conclusion reflected above, tnat Byrnes' risk attitude figured

minimally in the articulation and pursuit of his goais in inter-

national affairs.

291
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13o. Risks are controliea most effectively oy limiting:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . 4.-.-

ends I means

Byrnes' intuitive and pracmatic choice of any means Dresen-

L - 4
ting tnemselves toward a cesired goal has already been well

estao ishec. His inflated exnectations of the atomic nomn as a

bargaining too! 1262-2711 are procaoly t ne most dramatic example .
° 4

of this practice. although his vaciilatino stands on domestic

issues such as race and religion [43-49] are pernaps equaiyiy

illuminating.

":n the face of overriding considerations of what means 'serve
desiraoie ends' in a crisis, Byrnes' only ideology was to attempt
both what was politically possible and what would work ... not
letting principle stand in the way of a worKable solution to a
DroDiex. " L42-431

:4a. Timing in the short time is: "

POLE 1--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE

important ... irrelevant

14b. Timing in the long term is

POLE 1--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

important i Arrel evant

The ansence of timing as a noteworthy factor in Byrnes'

oolicv benavior is again a reflection of his opportunism ana

eschewal of a priori outcome calculations. Kennan's criticism

remains instructive: -

92 5:r-'l:
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"'He plays his negotiations by ear, going into them witn no
clear or fixed plan, with no definite set of oolectives or
limitations. He relies entirely on nis own agility and presence -* _
of mind and hopes to take advantage of tactical openings' ." "

The sole case wnich mignt be presented as evidencing sensi-

tivity to timing on Byrnes' part is in his position recarCina te

unveiling oi tne atomic comb.

"Byrnes might well have conciudea that such an incredible new
force would indeed 'control' reality in the postwar worio.
However, both he and Truman apparently decidea that the Potscam
conference was not the time and place to assert that control.
During the Tnterim Committee's deliberations on the timing anc
circumstances of unveiling the atomic secret to the world, Byrnes
had forced acceptance of his contention that no one snould know of
the bomb oefore it was dramatically demonstrated against a
Japanese target... It was clear that such a course as Byrnes
advised risked a breach with the Soviet Union." (319"

Byrnes' failure to recognize this risk has already been clted

in support of his minimal articulation of risk calculation: a

careful reading of the extract above further indicates that

Byrnes' position on the atomic issue had less to do with timing

than with the relative dramatic impact of deeds over words.

.5a. The most useful tactics in pursuing goals are those

which are based on:

POLE --RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE . ..

orce I....... neotation

Whatever the issues of the moment and means available to

facilitate resolution, it is clear that negotiation ana coMDro-

mise were among the centerpieces of Byrnes' view of tne proper

conduc of international relations. This t-.eme remains prsminent

.... ... ... .
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and consistent throughout niS career, datina from . s ear y

support of the Leaoue of Nations as a necotiating forum s- SuCh j
potential import tnat ne was iater moved to describe it as "the

traaic missed ooportunity of i9_3, wnen collective security an= a"

* eague of Nations includina the 2nited States mignt have oreven- J
tec :ne second world conflict." "'2 ila similarly unecu-voca

alvocacy of tne United Nations -26-127' f rtner Ores ,Tes tne

pervasive oreoccumation with neaotia icn wnich markea %iz terure2
4

as 6ecretarv of State.

15b. 7he dimensions of mower are:

POLE -- RANGE ,2F VALUES-- POLE

one kmilitary) many

.Tns cnaracterization of Byrnes' uniaimensiona_ view o7 power

cerives primarily from his enthusiastic seizure upon the American

atomic monoooly as an apparent end-all in =nfLuencina te 71'
envircnment of the noatwar era.

"As a new ana unforeseen factor in :nternational relations.
tne atomic oomb became Byrnes' 'master card'. Hopefully, ne could
use such a revolutionary bargaining tool to gain Sov:et coop-
eration... Such a tool might even give Byrnes the power to
aictate a retroactive change ;n international real.ity. .U Z
whether Byrnes oersuaded the Soviet Union to abandon, in suO-
stance, its version of reality, ... was only a question of the
cegree of Soviet cooperation." 1253-2541

"The bomb's limitations as a aiplomatic weapon were obvious,
even to enthusiasts such as Stimson and Marsnall. Yet this seem-
incly obvious logic is totally iacking in Byrnes' private utter-
ances about 'saving China', by using the Domo to thwart Soviet
victory claims in Asia... Byrnes' opportunistic, self-servrn'c
attitude toward tne bomo as a diplomatic weapon is most vividly KI
revealed in the contemporary record of events at Potscam." :3.S:
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Salient Byrnes neliefs portrayed in Messer's niograohy nave J
now ceen assessed ranges of values along eacn of the continuua 4

introduces in Chapter 2, and can be recapitulated as nrofiles o.
tne fu an, reaucea operationai coue oelief sets a-ong tne same <.i
_ines aiscussea tnere. .ne figures wnrcn Zollow Oepct .3Il

profi, e0 ana on tne pages succeeding tne result is overaia on

tne orctle aevelopea for tne 'pure' cvernetic case. A

aJ

A iormai. statistical measure of significance of tle ' -

oztainea in this comparison does not appear iustiiiec Dy tIe

3un~ective nature of tne construct and iudgemental factors em-

o.Ovea in developing the nrofile: a simpe percentage o± vaues

ooservea witnin tne range predicted, nowever, may serve as a

rougn inccator of the power of the result. ignoring for the

moment previous arguments of relative centrality of the various

oeiieis in tne interest of simplicity. consier that each of the

continuua of tne profile can oe awardea a score oetween zero an-

one nasea on that portion of the range of values in the actor's

oei.ief wnicn fall. witnin tnat predicted oy the model. By tnis

simoiistic measure, Byrnes' full belief set achieves a score of

23 (22 wnoies pius two nalves) of a possible 24, or 96%, as a

'pure' cypernetic decision-maker: the reduced belief set scores

5.5 of 6, or 92%. Although perhaps no more graphically illus-

trated by this measure than by visual inspection, the close 'fit'

octainea gives strong evidence that tne policy aecisions reaches

Ov Byrnes during his tenure in office can be expiainec w1t,,

consiaeraoDe confidence through the use of tne cyoernetic model.
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AN OPERATIONAL CODE PROFILE OF JAMES F. BYRNES

BELIEF ROLE_ --RAGE OF VALUES--i POULEF

-Pla pooitica. universe conflict narmony

o source of conflict int'.' system mIan

c nature of conflict zero-sum non-zero

C issues of coliict iin~eo separania

e ro.~e oi conflict functionai dysiunct'.L.

opponent actions rational ascriptive

P-s, snort-term prospects optimist pessimist

b long-term prospects optimist pessimist

c time oias oneself opponents

P3 course of future deterministic capricious

24 control oi nistory total none

P 5 role of chance negligioie pervasive

.i oasis of interests self snared d

o ooal aefinition oroad iimitea

c paths to goals few many

*a val'ue resolution integration separation

.-,a goal pursuit firm I.lexiole

o strategy total incremental

:3a risk factor decisive negiigibie

o control of risk ends means

- 4a snort-term timing important ..... irrelevant

D o ona-term timing important irrelevant

i~a tactics force negotiation

o aimensions oi power one many
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AN OPERATIONAL CODE PROFILE OF JAMES F. BYRNES

RIEDUCED BELIREF SET

BELIEF POLE --RANGE OF VALUES--; POLE

Pla noilticai universe conflict ... nermony

a issues of conflict iinkea separable

e rol.e of conflict functional dysiunct'!

P4 control of nistory total none

: 3a risk factor decisive negligiole

b control of risk ends means
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JAMES F. BYRNES AS A CYBERNETIC DECISION-MAKER

BELIEF POLE i-RAN1GE OF VALUES- POLE

Pla ooiiticai~ universe conflict .... narmony

b source of conflict int' system .... I man

c nature of conflict zero-sum I....! non-zero

d issues of conflict ...nKea se~araoie

e ro.ie of conflict functional ... i. ysfunct'l

iOpponent actions rational .... scriptive

?2a snort-term prospects optimist pessimist

D -ong-term prospects optimist D essimist

time oias oneself ____I . . O~ponents

P3 course of future aeterministic ... i..capricious

P'± control of nistory total~1.:. none

P5 role of chance negligible pervasive

:,a oasis of interests self i snarec

* qoa,- aefinition D~roaa .___....I iimitea

c oatns to goais few . .... many

a value resolution integration separation

4a aoai pursuit firm fiexibie

b strategy total incremental

...3a risA factor decisive .... negiigiDle *-

o controi of risK ends ____means

.'4a snort-term timinq important I ... irrelevant

o ionc-term timing important I ... irrelevant

.a tactics force II... negotiation

a imensions of power one many
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JAMES F. BYRNES AS A CYBERNETIC DECISION-MAKER

RIEDUCED E=LIEFV S3ET

LBELIEF POLE ;--RANGE OF VALUES- :10:E

ila poolitical universe conflict Inarmony

* issues of conflict iinKea .... separaole

e role oi conflict functional.. isuc'

P4* control of history totalJ none

:3a risK~ factor decisive ....... neciliiole

o control of risx enas means
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e st t-i e reacer a e s a ir a t te eva e n t v ioat i on 0.: tn e

ooiect: of. parsimony .....,owed ~n reac~nm tne *prececing
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ecua i v stronq suDoort to the characterizatcion of the actor as a

cyoernetic cecision-maKer as ooes tine fuii profi.e of in.s ooera-

~ana,:oce elie-ls.
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cites the actor's "belief in activism of a proolem-solvinq,

system-building sort designed to yield more control over the

environment."175] Anaiytic formulation is specifically suggested

by "a pragmatic, strategic. non-ideoioaicai view of the universe.

one in which the opponent is viewed as a tnreat out with wnom one
4

can coexist" [74-75], faciltatlna an untainted 'definition of

tne situation': "a oeiief in :.ne wor-a as a seamless web in wnich

all relations are relative an: continient. and in which one

aogmatizes at one's own risk" -751 in turn promotes oroad, com-

prehensive processes of 'search' ana 'revision'. A "belief in

the worth of intelligence ana conscious effort to contro."l one's

environment" in "a world of other nations and governments subiect

to a myriad of pressures and uncertainties with whom one must

seek to cooperate and get along" 175] further presages an anciin-

ation to rational, anaiytical means of solution. These important

. clues can be reinforced and systematized in a review of Acheson's

- complete oeiief set as portrayed oy McLellan.

ACHESON'S PHILOSOPHICAL BELIEFS

Pla. The political universe is essentially one of:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--: POLE

conflict harmony

Acheson's mixed views of the essential nature of the universe

" are characterized in beliefs which convey elements of both
P

conflict and harmony, as attained through human effort.

i 0
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"Politics is man's stuggie to maintain a manageabie social

universe." [54]

"The substance of politics is relative and contingent." [571

"Politics is the art of maintaininq a functioninq social
system. Conflict is an integral part of politics, but conflict
only Decomes acute when the system can no longer provide for
change or when it breaks down so completely as to produce
desperate men and intolerable conditions." [55-

Pib. The principal sources of conflict are to be found in

the nature of the:

POLE --RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

international I
numan condition

system .
state

Acheson's oeliefs reflect elements of all three ecnelons of

the structure of conflict, and the interaction between them, both

in characterizing the nature of conflict and its potential

control.

"Man's problems are social and collective :n nature and

therefore susceptible to human control... The form wnich man's
political problems take are essentially the outgrowth of his
social existence... International politics differ from domestic
politics in the much slighter degree of consensus that prevails
and in the absence of any sovereign authority." [54]

"While all men ought to participate in the life of the poiis,
civilization depends upon the wisdom, industry, and courage of a
small number of its members." 155]

"There can be no artificial separation between an individual's -.

private and public moral codes." [56-

Plc. The basic nature of conflict is:

POLE I--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

zero-sum ... non-zero-sum
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As in most regards, Acneson's attituaes on tne nature and

potential outcomes of conflict reflect a broad range of

possliilities, justlifying tne assignment of a middie range of

values to this variable.

"A fundamental obstacle to success in negotiations with the
Soviet Union about our common problems is the expectation wnicn
Soviet leaders hold of the collapse of the non-Soviet woria." 1583

"Despite tne moral repugnance oi tne Soviet communist system
and the threat of Soviet aggression. peaceful coexistence is
possiboie." 159]

P'd. The various issues of conflict are generally:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

lin~ea I separaoLe

"Acneson neld] a belief in the worid as a seamless web in
wnich ail relatlons are relative or contingent." 1753

"To govern is to maxe Knowleage the basis of action." [56-

"Poilicy in a democratic society must rest upon popular
Knowieage and understanding." C56-

'he above citations provide some indication of not only

receptiveness but at least mild predisposition toward linkage of

issues, hence the inference of a range of values in the preceding

dimension wnicn inclines somewhat in the direction of a priori

-inxinq of the issues of conflict.

Pie. The role of conflict is

POLE --RANGE OF VALUES--; POLE
:2 : : : :I

functional I dysfunctionai
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"The right of an opposition to exist is aosolute." (57i

"The substance of politics is relative and contingent." :57]-

"Nothing justifies America getting invoived in a war witn tne
Soviet Union short of deliberate Soviet aggression." 59

"Situations of strength implies tnat to De effective requires
a certain level of preparedness and confiaence regaraless of what
effect it may nave on the opponent." [701

Pli. The actions and intentions of the opponent may e deter-

mined:

POLE I--RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

rationally . ... ascriptively

Acheson's recurrent efforts to rationalize behavior of the

opponent, even while ascribing generalized motives ana

characteristics, are reflected in his conclusions regarding the

Soviet Union.

"(phase 1: 1945-6) The Soviet Union, because of the nature of
its internal regime and its obsessive distrust of the outside
world, plays a divisive and obstructionist role in world poli- L

tics." Z57:

"(phase 2, 1947-52) The Soviet Union is an aggressively
imperialist state seeking to impose its domination where it can
and to sow confusion and disintegration where its grasp falls

short." 58-

"The Soviet government is highly realistic and we nave seen
tine sfter time it can adiust itself to the facts." [59.

p2a. With respect to short-term prospects for realization

2: coats, one sou d be:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

optimistic ......... essimistic

.05
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I-b. With respect to long-term aspirations for reaiization

of one's most basic aoals and ooiectives. one snouic be:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

optimistic pessimistic

"Acheson's views are divicec oetween optimism ano pessimism
both for the short run ano the long run... 'ie was not oessimistic
Z-or example: aoout tne capacity of tne Soviet system to outao the
West or about tne aopea of communism as tne wave of tne :uture.
But he was pessimistic azout tne seeming incaoaci:v of tne west to
co wnat needea to oe done in time to receem control over its
destiny."

"Ian's past record does not give mucn grouno for optimism."

"You can always do something about life." 613

"By doing what must be done man may yet save himself from the
worst." 61'

?2c. Time is on the side of:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

oneself I one's opponents

Acheson cleariy ]udges time as a factor biased in no one's

favor, dynamic but indeterminate.

"We are in a very, very dangerous period, a period waich seems
to get increasingly dangerous as it deveiops... it seems to me
that disaster can be avoided, but it can ne avoided only if there
is a oreat ceal of common sense exercisea throughout our country."
:62]

"He counted neither upon a transformation of the Soviet system
nor upon an assumed identity of interests between tne Russian and
Amer:can peoo~e which would come to the fore once the communist
regine was overthrown. He permitted himself oniy tne most quaraea
nopes of any eventual transformation of tne international system."

I.. ,
., -. ,.....
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?3. The course of tne political future is essentially:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

oeterminiatic I capricious

"The problems men face in their social life are not all the
direct consequences of man's fall from grace: they are problems
created by the working or non-working of human inteilligence, ano
as such they are susceptlole to human control." [631

"Not all proboems are susceptible to a oroblem-solvina
approach: some are pecuiiarly intractanle ana can oe controlied or
influenced. if at all, only in terms of power." :641

"Cnly one thing - the unexpected - can reasonably Ie

anticipated. The future is not predictable... The part of wisdom
is to prepare for what may happen, ratner than to oase our course
upon faith in what should happen." [64l

P4. One's control in 'moving' and 'snaping' nistory is:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

total none

A moderate expectation of control is imoiied in Acheson's

beliefs above on the course of the ooliticai future. A middle "-

ranoe of values for this variable is further substantiated in the -

findnqs below, reflecting a view in which the prospects for

control are a function of man's wiilinqness to maximize knowiede-

anc rational behavior based upon that Knowledge.

"Man has it within his power to control or master, at least in |

part, his destiny." [621

"Control or mastery of the future is best achieved not by
basing action on moral absolutes or the aostractions of power
politics, but rather by applying a pragmatic approacn towards
furthering one's national interests within the framework of a L
broader concern shared with others in constructina or maintaining
a manageaole international system." [64'
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P5. 7he role of chance in human affairs and historical

develooment is:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--. POLE

negligible Ipervasive

"Chance can never be completely eliminated, but it is the

statesman's role to reauce to a minimum the domain oi chance." [65]

"The statesman must often act upon incomplete knowiedae." [66"

"The statesman must base his decisions upon tne greatest
knowledge and information possible, not upon mere hunch or
ntu t on." [66] 1i

ACHESON'S INSTRUMENTAL BELIEFS

.-a. The basis for establishing goals lies in:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

self-interest shared interests

Many of Acheson's beliefs reflect a recoqnition of the
L

importance and prospective value oi exploiting shared interests

to acnieve common goals with both allies and adversaries: his

outlook is carefully guarded by the primacy of security needs,

however, motivating the characterization above of a range of

values inclined somewhat toward seli-interest..

"The United States must always consider the interests of its
a.ilies." Z0 ' ..

"The United States cannot act in the world 3ust as it pleases.
There are limits and opinions which it must respect." [60) * -

"America should be sympathetic to but not substitute the

national interest of its allies for its own." [71.

08-



"Do not undertake negotiations with the opponent untiI you
enloy a situation of strength."

I 4
116. The manner of seeking goais snouid be:

POLE --RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

broad ... . initea 4

"A power approach to international politics implies a
strategic view oi tne universe in wnich not ail tnings are
Possible." .66

"5ince a nation's power is not unlimited and the claims upon
it are complex and multifarious the task of statecraft is to
decide what is necessary ana what is expendable." [66.

"A strategic view as distinguished from an ideological or
moralistic view requires that the statesman differentiate among "
various regions of the world in order of their strategic
importance. it also requires that iudgments be made about the -

risks and cost-effectiveness of undertaking action in one region
as opposed to another, and about the value of one form of
commitment as opposed to another." [67]

:1c. The paths available for achievement of goals are:

POLE 1--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

few........ many

"Control or mastery of the future is best acnieved not by
basing action on moral absolutes or the abstractions of power
politics, but rather by applying a pragmatic approach towards
furthering one's national interests within the framework of a
broader concern shared with others in constructing or maintaining
a manageable international system." 7621

"When confronted by a strong opponent who will not cooperate
minimally with your pragmatic approach to international system-
ouilding, it is necessary to resort to a power strategy that seeks
to create 'situations of strength' in order to move the
recalcitrant, noncooperative opponent to limited agreements." [691

"However, a 'situations of strength' strategy should not oe
applied on benalf of foreign policy obiectives that are infeas-
ible, too costly, or too risky." [691

......... -. . .



11d. Conflicts of values are best resolved through:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

integration separation

"The statesman must base his decisions upon the greatest

knowiedqe and information possible. not upon mere hunch and
intuition." [6

"Many problems are susceotible to solution, orovioed tne I
statesman discovers tne 'missing component' the presence of wnicn

would make a difficult situation manageable. The art of findina

tne missing component lay in mastering a knowledge of aii tne
eiements present and potential in a situation and determining wnat
new increment, if added, would make a difference." [63]

12a. The effective pursuit of goals requires: _

POLE )--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE

firmness flexibility

Elements of flexibility are clearly evident in various

*.- .J

Acheson beliefs already replicated; the 'situations of strengt.'

ph~ilosophy introduced above, however, suggests strongly that the

balance on this continuum should at least provide the potential

for firmness as the most effective vehicle of goal pursuit.

Acheson's inclination is to view the power position as the

'bottom line' in dealing with a recalcitrant adversary.

"With an opponent whose goals are unlimited ana methods ff
unpredictable, strength-building comes before negotiations." (70]

"Situations of strength implies that to be effective requires
certain level of preparedness and confidence regardless of what

effect it may have on the opponent." [70]

"The United States should be a net producer and not a net
consumer of security." [711 2



12b. The most effective manner of oursuinq strateqies is:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

total i incrementai

A review of selected elements of Acheson's nelief set Dearing

on 0oth the responsioiiities and limits of American power

suxiices to iustify the median ranae assioned to his view of the

range of strategy. --

"The United States cannot act in the wori lust as it pieases.
There are limits ana opInions which it must respect." 1603

"A power approach to international politics implies a
strategic view of the universe in which not all thinas are - -

possibie." 166]

"In choosing the goals of foreign policy I would not, for the
most part, use the language of moral discourse or invoke moral

principle." 168i

I.3a. The assessment of risk as a factor in weighing outcome

calculations is:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

decisive I ........ nealicibleI........... I " - .- .

Acheson's views reflect a reasoned and realistic risk

attitude which neither ignores the uncertainites of possioie

outcomes of policy decisions nor permits those uncertainties to

;moede the mandate for action. Like any variable intrinsic to

anaiysis. risks are to be caiculated.

"Both in his strategic calculations and in tactical

calculations, ... Acheson insisted that the United States must not
.1%
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put itself in tne position of provoking war with the Soviet
Union." :71;

"Greater risks can oe run against weaker powers." 72]

"Do not taxe risKs which lead to loss of control." [72)

:3b. Risks are controlled most effectively bV izmitina:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

ends ........ means

Acneson maintains a delicate but systematic oaiance in

aefininq ends and expioring means in such a manner as to minimize

tne risks incurred. The scope of goals he sought as reflected in L .
z~s first instrumental belief considered both the responsibli-

ities and iimitations of American power: and while he eschewea

tne invocation of morale principles in international discourse.

h e remained wedded to democratic ideals in seiecting means to

3ttain aesired objectives.

"The United States cannot act in the world just as it pleases.
There are limits and opinions which it must respect." (60.

"The ends of Amerian foreiqn policy do not lustiiy empioying
any and all means." [73)

"The means wnich a democracy employs must be essentially
consistent with its ideals and with the limits imposed oy the
nation-state system." [73]

"War is not a desirable or advantaceous means for advancina
one's goals." £73)

",a. Timina in the snort term is:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE [
important ........ irrelevant

I
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"I ..-

"in dealina with allies and otners it is appropriate to act
rapidly and decisively to exploit every opportunity for developing
strength and unity." 173. 4

"Negotiate, if necessary, wnen not to do so would risk
miscaicuiation or undesirable costs." (72]

"'he statesman must often act unon incomplete knowledae." ~6

"System-builing diplomacy reouires an intense oreoccupation
with timing. The statesman cannot simply wait to react; ne must
be constantly alert to the possiolities ano De prepared to maxe

the most of them.' 73].

-4b. Timino in the long term is:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

im.ortant I irrelevant

"Do not undertake negotiations with the opponent until voa
enjoy a situation of strength." [721

"Timing is of the essence when dealing with a multitude of
variables. The statesman must work patiently to get one situation
in order so as to be able to arrange the next." 173)

-n Dotn the short- and long-term cases, Acneson's neiiefs

suaest an emphasis on timing which extends somewhat beyond its

utility as an analytic factor, thus posing a signiiicance of its

own oeyona the immediate demands of the situation. The values

assiqned to these variables accordingly portray timing in a

somewhat indenendently important range.

:5a. The most useful tactics in pursuing goals are tnose

which are oased on:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

force . .negotiation 6-

1.13
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"Nothing justifies America getting involvea in a war with tne
Soviet Union short of deiiberate Soviet agoression." '59]

"Not ail proolems are susceptioje to a proniem-soivin.
approacn: some are pecuiiariy intractabie and can oe controlieo or
influenced, if at ail., only in terms of power." [64]

"Negotiate, if necessary, wnen not to do so woui0 risk
miscalculation or undesiranie costs." 172]

15b. The dimensions oi oower are:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

one kmilitary) .... ........ many

A oroao range of oath tacticai alternatives ano recoqnized

power dimensions are implicit throughout Acheson's beilef set.

Various elements demonstrate a wiiiinaness to undertaKe efforts

throughout the spectrum of international relations to imorove the

prospects of control ana realization of fundamental goals. His

views ciearly erode, however, toward both extremes: neacotiate

wnen necessary, maKe war only against direct aggression. He is

Ithus appropriately characterizea as noiding an open-endec. median

tactica. view.

As before, beliefs outlined in the study have been compilec

into profiles of the full and reduced belief sets depictec in the

:ioures followinq, and the result oroiectea onto the analytic

orofile aeveioped earlier. The 'fit' is again a close one, witn

overlaps of 63% for the full and 92% for the reduceo be!lef set.

wn I ch would suggest that Acneson's policy decisions could De
pw

effectively viewed in the framework of an analytic model.

1 14
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AN OPERATIONAL CODE PROFILE OF DEAN ACHESONj

PEJE POLE (--RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

P a poi.itical universe conflict narmony

o source of conflict int'i system man

c nature of conflict zero-sum non-zero

a issues of conflict iin~ea seoarabie

e role of conflict functional aysfunct'i

zoooonent actions rational ascriptive

~a snort-term prospects optimist ..... pessimist

* ~ono-term prospects Optimist pessimist

a time oias oneself Opponents

P3 course of future deterministic capricious

P'4 control of nistory total none

?5 role of cnance negligible .... evsv

.71a basis of interests self shared

o goal definition broad.................limited

c paths to goals few many

o va lue resolution integration.................separation

72a goal pusuit firm.................flexible

D strategy total.................incremental

:3a r~sx factor decisive.................negligible

o control of risK enos.................means

,'4a snort-term timing IMDortant.................irrelevant

o .Long-term timing important .... irrelevant

:5a tactics force negotiation

o aimensions of power one ..... many



AN OPERATIONAL CODE PROFILE OF DEAN ACHESON

REDUCIED BELI3EF S1ET

BELIEF POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

Pla~ PooitiCai universe conflict amn

d issues of conflict linKed separable

e roie oi conflict functional dysiunct'1

P't control of history total~ none

..3a rs factor decisive ngiil

o control of risx ends means

7.



DEAN ACHESON AS AN ANALYTIC DECISION-MAKER

BELIEF POLE --RANGE OF VALjES--' POLE

Pla ooiitical universe conflict .. .. narmony

b source oi confict int'l system ....... man

c nature of conflict zero-sum I non-zero . -

. 1... °

a issues of confiict iinKed .... ... separaole

e role of conflict functional ...... i dysfunct'l

f opponent actions rational .... ascriptive

P2a short-term prospects optimist ...... i pessimist

b long-term prospects optimist ...... pessimist

c time bias oneself ...... I opponents

P3 course of future deterministic I capricious
I .........

P4 control of nistory total.......i none

P5 role of chance total none.... .n n..

:ia basis of interests self I."' sn a re d

6 goa4 definition oroad ....... limited

c paths to goals few many

d value resolution integration separation

12a goal pursuit firm flexiole

o strategy total . .incrementai

13a risk factor aecisive .... neglicroie

b control of risk enas ...... means -"

14a short-term timing important I: irrelevant

o long-term timing important ....... irrelevant

i ii i -'l "

ISa tactics force ...... neaotiation

b aimensions of power one ...... many
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DEAN ACHESON AS AN ANALYTIC DECISION-MAKER

REDUCEDO IELIEF SE- 3- -.

BELIEF POLE --RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

Pia poiticai universe confilct ...... i narmony

a issues of conflict iinieo ... :: searaole

e roie of conflict functionai ......... 'ys"unct"'~~........ i" -

P4 control of history total... none

13a risK factor decisive ...... negliqioie .-

o control of risk enas . means

.
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John Foster Duiles. Secretary of State uncer 2resiaenz

H:senhower from 13553 to 1959, is notea for nis role in tne ...

sustainment of the policy of massive retaliatinn as a aeterrent

to Soviet inictatives. There Is consiaeraDoe evicence to

:ndcate -at thni oosition cerivea in larce measure from u*Ies'

perceotions Of a .onf.xctuai° zero-sum ooli-ical universe in

w n r n 1L 3ction was to be auideo by catecorical mora.

srnc~zpes, notions stronoy inalcazive of coanitive orocesses at

worK. 5 4 The ooten:~ai utiLity of tne cognitive mooe- as a

zescrlptor of ulles' aecislonai oenavior can be examinea ov use

: tne results of Holsti's portrayal. of nis operational code. 5 5

L

~olsti oevelonec 41 beiieis and accompanyina aiscussion to cerive

-I -es ' ooerational code in terms of its ten functional cate-

aories, thus oermittina a reasonabiy strai<htforwara inferential

orocess to arrive at value ranges comprising the operational code

- ..

I..

io(st orovides little in this study in the way of a summary

assessment ,ro the import of Dulles' operational code, out nl.is

w.:rk in Enemies in Politics offers imoortant clues to suDoort

54 David j. :inlay, Oie R. Hoisti. ano Richara R. Facen, Enemies
in Coitics. Thicago: Rand McNally & Co.. 1967: pp. 25-96. "

55 Oie R. Holst. , The 'Coerationai Code' Approach to the Study
of o tical eaaers: John Foster Dulies' Philosopnical and
"nstrumental Beliefs." Canadian Journal of Political Science.
.o. 3, 1970: 0o. i2 3 -1 5 7 . Subsequent citations of this study

useo to oeveioo Dulles' operationa- code profile are incicatec
ov oace numoer in orackets.
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nis characterization as a cognitive decision-maker. In tracing

Dulles' image of the Soviet Union, Holsti observes that he

"placea a nign premium on consistency between elements of his

attitudes: ... despite information which might chaiienge his

neiiefs, any fundamental change in attitude would appear unlike-

ly. '5 b His inferred formula for maintaining the consistency of

his attitudes offers a classic cognitive reduction mechanism:

"Four strategies for restoring a balance between Dulles'
belief system and discrepant information appear most likely:
discrediting the source of the new information: reinterpreting the
new information so as to be consistent with the belief system;
searching for other information consistent with preexisting
attitudes: and differentiating between various (information-
generating" elements in the Soviet Union.

'57

Holsti's operational code study provides the opportunity to

further explore this characterization in terms of its sustain-

ability in a review and analysis of Dulles' complete belief set,

and its representation as an operational code profile to compare

to that expected of the 'pure-type' cognitive decision-maker. -

DULLES' PHILOSOPHICAL BELIEFS

Pla. The political universe is essentially one of:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

conflict harmony

" 56 Finlay, Holsti & Fagen, op. cit.: p.46.

57 Ibid.
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The range of values assigned to this variable reflects a

Dulles view in which the universe is essentially conflictual, but

with some ameliorating human factors.

"Conflict is the basic form of human interaction." (126]

"Conflict was mitigated, however, by man's lack of self-
sufficiency and by some emotional traits, including gregariousness
and a capacity for self-sacrifice." [126)

"By institutionalizing the common desire to keep the struggle
for power and satisfaction within tolerable limits, government
provided the only practical alternative to the potential chaos 4
which threatens to arise from man's selfishness." (127)

Plb. The principal sources of conflict are to be found in

the nature of the: |

POLE --RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

international ::::::.. I hm coiosyste :::::: ::human condition•
system

state 6

Dulles' beliefs reflect elements of all three echelons which

contribute to conflict, a theme so prevalent in his outlook as

perhaps to justify assigning the entire range of values to this ,

variable. This variety of views, however, appears to result from

an evolution of his attitudes over time rather than a consistent-

ly broad outlook, with his ultimate belief resting in the median .

range indicated.

"Man's selfish and emotional nature is the primary source of
individual motivation and social dynamics." (1263

"(early version) The nature of foreign policy is determined

by the attributes of the nation's population." [1283

"(later version) The nature of foreign policy is determined

by the spiritual qualities of those who formulate it." (129]
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"Where earlier he had found the cause of war in the inherent

defects of both human nature and the international system, by the
time he became Secretary of State he located it not in the system

but in certain mallqnant members of it - communists and communist

nations." [132"

Pic. The basic nature of conflict is:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE • d

zero-sum n....... on-zero-sum

Dulles' view on this point is unmistakable and unequivocal:

"Cold war politics are a zero-sum game." 1129)

PId. The various issues of conflict are generally:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE

linked ::: 2 : separable

Dulles' definition of the issues and objectives of interna-

tional conflict in the context of a cohesive moral and spiritual

code implies a close relationship among issues arising from this

common philosophic thread. He visualizes a web of interests

forming a comprehensive whole, in which a threat to one is a

threat to the whole. -

"The cold war is fundamentally a moral rather than a political
conflict." [129.

"Once one's interests are defined, credibility requires that IL
all of them be defended." [146)

"From his view of the cold war as an ethical struggle, it
followed that permitting any breach of the line was not only
politically foolish - it was also a dereliction of moral

obligation." [147)
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Ple. The role of conflict is

POLE I--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

functional dysfunctionai

The threat and hence at least the ootential of conflict hold

a central place in Dulles' world view as the preeminent motive of

the sociai contract.

"Social cohesion depends upon the existence of external
enemies." £127)

"Leadership goes to those who have mastered the art of arous-
ing in their followers a high degree of emotional energy." [127)

Plf. The actions and intentions of the opponent may be

determined:

POLE I--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

rationally. . ascriptively

Dulles' moralistic view leads inevitably to a characteriza-

tion of both allies and foes in ascriptive, spiritualistic terms.

"Because the communists were not simply more dynamic, more
selfish, or more aggressive, but they in fact represented the
antithesis of the most fundamental valu-s oi the free world ...
cold war conflicts were nothing less than the struggle of good
versus evil." (132]

"Only nations of the free world are capable of adapting to
change without indiscriminantly discarding existing values and
institutions." (131)

"'The moral law, happily, is a universal law', but it is
recognized and accepted only by some nations." (1311

"The free world includes all nations which adhere to a
spiritual view of man and life." [131)
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P2a. With respect to short-term prospects for realization

of goals, one should be:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

optimistic . . pessimistic

"'For the short run - and this may be a period of years - the
situation is full of danger'." (132)

"Dulles was quite consistently pessimistic aoout the outlook

for the free world and the United States in the short run." (133)

P2b. With respect to long-term aspirations for realization

of one's most basic goals and objectives, one should be:

POLE I--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

optimistic ....... pessimistic

"In the long run, those who disregard the moral law are
doomed." [133)

"Dulles' pessimism about the short run was matched by his
hopefulness concerning the long-range future... His theory rested
on the premise that ultimately time was on the side of those who
could generate moral power." (133-134) [

P2c. Time is on the side of:

POLE I--RANGE OF VALUES--: POLE

oneself L... one's opponents

"'Over the long run I am sure that time is working in our
favor'." £132)

"In the long run, then. Dulles' optimism was based on the
conviction that the source of world conflict - international
communism whith its fountainhead in Moscow - would either undergo
fundamental change or it would collapse of its inherent defects."

.135-1361
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P3. The course of the political future is essentiaiiy:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

deterministic ........ .capricious

Consistency in a belief set is in itself an indicator of,- .1

ascendant cognitive processes. Dulles' view of the future as

ultimateiy predetermined by moral forces, out with unpredictable

snort-term dangers, is a mirror image of tne corresponding

elements of his second phiiosophical belief outlined above.

"History is ultimately moving towards a natural order based on
moral law." 11.36]

"'Certainly the unpredicted and unpredictable play a great
part in human affairs'." 1136]

"For the long run ... the values he cherished would ultimately
triumph over the forces of materialism and atheism. His views
about the short-term future were generally gloomy, [however,] ...
and he was much less certain about predicting the course of
events." £137]

P4. One's control in 'moving' and 'shaping' history is:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE
I.......

total .... :.. none

'I do believe that whatever the conditions are you have an

opportunity to mold then'." £137)

"Those possessed of a righteous faith have an obligation to

act." C137]

"'The dynamic usually prevails over the static'." £137]

By asserting the mandate for positive action which woulo

bring to realization the triumph of a generally predetermined
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nistorical process, Dulles asserts a oeilef in total control over

development. The ultimate outcome, in his view, is sure, and the

cynamic good worKs of moral leaders sure to bring it to pass.

P5. The role of chance in human affairs and historical

cevelooment is:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--r POLE

negligible I ........ I pervasive

"The risk of accidents in foreign affairs is negligible." 139)

"War by miscalculation represents the greatest danger to the

peace." 1139]

The distinction which Dulles attempts to draw between

,accident' ("events which take place contrary to one's desires"

[139]) and 'miscalculation' ("events which result from conscious

decisions. tne consequences of which are incorrectly forecast-

11391) makes a characterization of this variable somewhat prob-

lematic. Assignment of a range of values toward the lower end of

tne spectrum represents the conclusion that the 'accident'

resembles more closely, although perhaps not exclusively, the

role of chance' being measured. This conclusion rests on the

proposition that miscalculation can be controlled, while accident

cannot. The distinction will merit futher consideration in

assessing risk attitudes as part of the instrumental beliefs, but

Dulles appears to recognize the point:

"'We have faith that man, who has been endowed with wit to "

devise the means of his self-destruction, also has enough wit to . .

keep those means under effective control'." (140]
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DULLES' INSTRUMENTAL BELIEFS

Ii1. The basis for establishing goals lies in:

POLE ,--RANGE OF VALUES--i POL E

seif-interest .... shared interests

"Political goals must be based upon moral principles rather
than expediency." 1403]

"The self-interest of free world nations and moral law tend to
coincide." (138]

"In followinq their own enlightened interests, the states of
the free world adhered to the moral law and created the moral
power which would insure their own success... 'The reality of the
matter is tnat the United States, by every standard of measure-

ment, is the world's greatest power not only materially but
spiritually'." 1139]

1ib. The manner of seeking goals should be:

POLE I--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE

broad __" ___....._ limited

Although Dulles realistically admitted that "'there are times

when to seek the perfect is to lose the good'" 1141], the weight

of evidence suggests that his definition and pursuit oi goals

would be broad. His formulation of goals in terms of moral

principles, and his characterization of history as a struggle of

gooc and evil, provide strong support to this conclusion.

"'There is a moral or natural law not made by man wnich
determines right or wrong and only those who conform to it will
escape disaster'... Thus, there was the need, indeea the duty, to
ensure this end by translating one's 'dynamic faith' into good
works." (138]

^27
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lic. The paths available for acnievement of goals are:

POLE ;--RANGE 0? VALUES-- POLE

±ew I ........ many

Duiles revealed a series of views on the pursuit of goals

S4
wnicn are synthesized in the above assignment of a range of

values inclined toward the few. Selected beliefs portray a

consideration of multiple approacnes either against an adversary

or as a public advocate:

"An adversary may be indicted for either utopian idealism or
appeasement." [141) .-

"The public official's first responsibility is to serve as nis

client's advocate." [141]

Elsewhere, however, it becomes clear that success is limited

to those paths which conform to the moral ethic.

"Those who display spiritual qualities in the quest of their
own ends will automatically fulfill their moral and social
obligations." C138.

"Those who display spiritual qualities will be rewarded with

success." [138)

iid. Conflicts of values are best resolved through:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

integration separation

"He viewed the structure of American commitments as an arch in

wnicn each component part was a Keystone. even though in some
cases they were of more symbolic than political or geographic
value. Because a successful attack on any stone in that arch
would eventually bring on the collapse of the entire edifice, one

must not differentiate the symbolic from the real." £146)
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This passage reflects both the extent and limitations of

Dulles' integration of values. He piainiy holds that national

interests are closely interrelated, but falls snort of assigning

any relative weight among commitments, hence oracticing inteora-

tion, but of an incomplete sort.

i2a. The effective pursuit of goals requires:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

firmness ::::: flexibil:ty

There is little flexibility evident in Dulles' black-and-

white view of the world. Despite his wilingness cited earlier

to accept good results rather than insist upon unattainable

perfect ones, his general outlook demands unequivocal firmness in

pursuing policy objectives.

"Once one's interests are defined, credibility requires that
ail of them be defended." [146.

"A despotic regime can maintain itself in power as long as it
is able to gain external victories." [1471

"Even minor victories will encourage an adversary to become
more recxless in the quest for future gains." [147.

12b. The most effective manner of pursuing strategies is:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--, POLE

total is. incremental

"'The dynamic usually prevaiis over the static'." [137)

"Political leaders can best generate support ov appealing to
moraiity rather than to self-interest." 11421
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These beliefs, coupled with the mandate to defend ail

articulated interests cited above, convey a Dulles advocacy of

total strategy in seeKing tne goals of tne protracted good-

versus-evil struggle.

13a. The assessment of risk as a factor in weighlng outcome

calculations is:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES-- POLE

decisive I "............ negligible

Dulles beliefs outlined earlier, particularly those wedded to

firmness in the pursuit of policy goals, betray a strong aversion

to risk, thus assigning it a decisive role in the assessment

process. Herein perhaps lies the appropriate distinction between

the concepts of 'accident' and 'miscalculation' discussed ore-

viously under philosophical belief #5. Where accidents are

agents of chance, which he discounts as important factors, "one

of Dulles' primary concerns in international politics was to

reduce the possibilities of miscalculation" 1147], by positive

action to send unmistakable signals and thereby minimize risk.

He makes it clear that he weighs risk heavily against other

factors in devising strategy:

"When the adversary is powerful, minimize the risks of

conflict." 1143)

"When the adversary is weaker, be willing to run high risks of

conflict." (1433 ",

"Aithough his name is often associated with 'brinkmanship'.
his policies were often a good deal more cautious." (143.
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13b. Risks are controlled most effectively oy limiting:

POLE -- RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE

ends I means

"Dulles generally bypassed normative questions about the
linkages between means and ends... Even friendly observers of
Dullesian diplomacy have suggested that this complacency was
littie more tnan a cover for the more pragmatic doctrine that the
ends ]ustify the means." (150]

This assessment may be somewhat harsh, but realistic in the

context of the moral imperatives which permeate so much of

Dulles' operational code. The assignment of a median range of

values provides little more in this case than a simplistic repre-

sentation of the proposition that means in pursuit of moral ends

are themselves moral, and neither may be compromised in the

struggle.

14a. Timing in the short term is:

POLE I--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

important .. irrelevant

14b. Timing in the long term is:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

important ........ irrelevant
.. , e e . . . . . . irrelevan

"Aggressive initiatives which might sacrifice the better
future are to be avoided." [1481 .

"Totalitarian regimes are vulnerable to destruction from
within." [152]1 .

i31I
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Recalling tne Dulles view of the march of nistory favoring

moral force, and his corresponding outlook of short-term pessim-

ism tempered ny iong-term optimism, coupled with the mandate for

moral action, timing arises as a factor of moderate importance in

both the short and long term. Still, tactics, as outlinec below,

are more strictly tempered by the dictates of principle than by

considerations of timing.

15a. The most useful tactics in pursuing goals are those

which are based on:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

force I negotiation

"Do not undertake negotiations when the adversary is in a
position of strength." 1148.

"When the adversary seeks negotiations, it is a sign of

weakness and/or failure; hence one should push harder rather than
negotiate." (148"

"Fundamental cold war issues, being at root moral ones, are
rarely susceptible to negotiation or compromise." (130-

The first two beliefs cited above reflect a certain

sensitivity to timing, but the resulting prescription for action -

* is notably the same in both cases, as in the third: as a general

rule, do not negotiate.

i5b. The dimensions of power are:

POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE

one (military) . .many
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"Power is the key to success in dealing with communist
leaders." [151)

"Free societies must avoid becoming garrison states." 1151)

"Moral power is the most basic element of power." (131

While military power is a clear and omnipresent element in

Dulies' observation that "the enemies of the free world respected

only military strength, he was not without reservations about

reliance upon military means." [1512 His aversion to government

excess in the search for security, his recognition of the impor-

tance of economic as well as military power, and his ultimate

reliance upon spiritual strength as the motive force of "

OI.

historical development, all combine to moderate his view of the

dimensions of power. at least to the extent indicated.

The results discussed in this review of Dulles' operational

code have once more been compiled as a set of decision-making

profiles, depicted in the following figures, then superimposed on

the generalized cognitive profile. The outcome in this case is

somewhat less striking, with overlaps of 75% of the full belief

set and 83% for the reduced profile. This result may owe to the

less explicit nature of the model, or perhaps to the alternative

that Dulles is simply the least 'pure type' among those examined.

The overlap to be noted still remains extensive, however, and

clearly provides the 'best fit' of the three models considered,

thus furnishing reasonable evidence to indicate that the cogni-

tive paradigm would be useful as a tool to explain policy

decisions taken by Dulles in his role as Secretary of State.
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AN OPERATIONAL CODE PROFILE OF JOHN FOSTER DULLES

BELIEF POLE 1--RANGE OF VALUES--1 POLE

* Pla political universe conflict harmony

b source of conflict int'i system man

c nature of conflict zero-sum ...... non-zero

d issues of conflict linked separable

e role of conflict functional dysfunct'l

i opponent actions rational ascriptive

P2a snort-term prospects optimist pessimist

b long-term prospects optimist pessimist

c time oias oneself opponents

* P3 course of future deterministic .... capricious

P4 control of history total none

P5 role of chance negligible pervasive

Ila basis of interests self shared

b goal definition broad limited

c paths to goals few many

d value resolution integration separation

12a goal pusuit firm flexible

b strategy total incremental

13a risk factor decisive negligible

b control of risk ends means

14a short-term timing important . irrelevant

o long-term timing important irrelevant

iSa tactics force negotiation

b dimensions of power one many
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AN OPERATIONAL CODE PROFILE OF JOHN FOSTER DULLES

REDUCED BELIEF SET..

BELIEF POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE

Pla political universe conflict harmony

d issues of conflict linked ....... separable

e role of conflict functional dysfunct'l

P4 control of history total none

13a risk factor decisive negligible

b control of risk ends means
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JOHN FOSTER DULLES AS A COGNITIVE DECISION-MAKER

BELIEF POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--i POLE

Pla political universe conflict I ..... harmony

b source of conflict int'l system :: ______ man

c nature of conflict zero-sum non-zero

d issues of conflict linked I separable

e role of conflict functional ..... dysfunct'l

f opponent actions rational .. ascriptive

P2a short-term prospects optimist I I pessimist

0 long-term prospects optimist pessimist

c time bias oneself opponents

P3 course of future deterministic capricious

P4 control of history total ..... none

P5 role of chance negligible ... pervasive

Ila basis of interests self shared

b goal definition broad 1...... limited

c paths to goals few ....... _ many

d value resolution integration separation

12a goal pusuit firm flexible

b strategy total incremental . F

13a risk factor decisive .... negligible

b control of risk ends ....... means...
i4a short-term timing important irrelevant

b long-term timing important I: irrelevant

I5a tactics force negotiation

b dimensions of power one . .. many
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JOHN FOSTER DULLES AS A COGNITIVE DECISION-MAKER A
REDUC]ED ORL.TIF SET -

BELIEF POLE i--RANGE OF VALUES--I POLE-

Pla poiitical universe conflict Iharmony

d issues of conflict linked separaole-

e role of conflict functional .dysfunct'l

*P4 control of history total .... none

*13a risk factor decisive negligible

b control of risk ends ____means
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The observations of this chapter are largely heuristic in

nature. relying for initial motivation primarily on single

notable Doiicies or outcomes involving the actors examined, and

subsequently on subjective inferences drawn from operational code

studies or their surrogates, to reinforce the appeal of the

methodology in each case outlined. Before attempting to collect

observations and conclusions to be drawn from this effort,

however, it remains to be determined whether the characterization

resulting from the construction o- an operational code profile

has at least explanatory power in a more detailed review of the

major policies and events associated with the decision-maker.

Does the cybernetic model suggested as the 'best fit' for James

F Byrnes, for example, yield an explanation of his decision-

making behavior which is more satisfactory and consistent than

available alternatives would provide? The chapter which follows

attempts this further step by tracing in the case of Byrnes the

historical events which highlighted his tenure as Secretary of

State, using the framework of the cybernetic modei in an effort

to satisfactorily explain and analyze nis decisions and actions

in that role.

i.. .
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CHAPTER 4

IEVENJS IN CONUEKXF 4

The turbulent period surrounding the end of the Second World

War serves as the backdrop for the stewardship of James Francis ...

Byrnes as Secretary of State, from 3 July 1945 to 20 January

1947. Despite the relative brevity of his tenure, circumstances

combine to suggest significant value in the application of the

operational code profile methodology under discussion to his

case. Emerging triumphant and uniquely powerful from the war,

the United States was faced during this period with the hard

policy choices associated with its new role of leadership in the

community of free nations; such an adaptive process necessarily

generates the sort of stream of events over time most conducive - -

to employment of the analytical framework developed here. The

State Department, long neglected as a policy-making body by

President Roosevelt, was ill-equipped to play a major part in

this unfolding process, and the situation thus highlights Byrnes'

style and performance as an individual decision-maker. Byrnes

himself, clearly relishing his resulting autonomy, spent, by his

own account, 350 of his 562 days in office in international

conferences,58 away from the capitol, and is hence exceptionally

well-suited for study in isolation as a key policy-maker. The

58 James F. Byrnes, SpeakinQ Frankly. New York: Harper &

Brothers, Inc., 1947: p. 245.
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record should thus provide fertile ground for inferences of

relatively high confidence regarding the consistency of the

typological constructs developed in the preceding chapters.

Salient features of Byrnes' operational code have led to the

expectation that his decision-making behavior can best be

explained by the use of a cybernetic decision model. The

simplest of the three, construction of such a model requires

primarily just the identification of those few significant

environmental variables which furnish the necessary feedback to

modify behavior over time. The most cursory review of the record

Byrnes brought to the State Department provides strong evidence

of what these variables should be. A veteran of all three

branches of the American government by virtue of service in both

Houses of Congress, the Suprem Court, and the Office of War

Mobilization and Reconversion under President Roosevelt, Byrnes

was abundantly well-versed, at least in the arena of domestic

affairs, with the politics of accomodation and compromise. His

own writings are replr with such personal tenets as good

government lies in seeking the highest common denominator," 5 9 and

"in all relationships in life success and happiness can be

achieved only by a willingness to make concessions."6 0  The

cybernetic actor thus equipped could be expected to focus on the -

59 Byrnes, op. cit.: p. 91.

60 James F. Byrnes, All In One Lifetime. New York: Harper &

Brothers, Inc., 1958; p. 5.
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primary variables of the bargainer's art: the power relationships

between the contenders, the weight of outside domestic opinion,

and the tractability of the opponent. Latent interaction between

these variables seems reasonable to expect, although treatment of

such interaction in a deterministic rather than a stochastic

sense can have dysfunctional effects on model behavior, as will

become apparent shortly.

It remains but to impose initial conditions on the model;

that is, to determine the source and substance of the 'SOP' or

recipe' which would guide Byrnes' behavior pending receipt of

effective feedback. The principal prior experience in foreign

affairs which Byrnes brought to the State Department lay in his

3 attendance with Roosevelt at the Malta and Yalta conferences, by
his description "the high tide of Big Three unity. 61 Although

his participation was largely that of an observer, Byrnes saw at

Yalta what he took to be the fruits of a conciliatory posture

among the great allies. Compromise facilitated the formation of

a provisional Polish government representative of both the

government in exile in London and its Soviet-sponsored

challengers in Lublin, with the understanding that free elections

would soon follow. The Declaration on Liberated Europe committed

the allies to seeking similar accomodations for other eastern

European countries. Initial plans were laid for the San

61 Byrnes. Speakinq Frankly. op. cit.: p. 45.
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Francisco conference to establish the United Nations. Returning

to Washington as an advance man, Byrnes proved to be an

enthusiastic salesman for the accords, and generally favorable

response by the Congress, the press, and the public seemed to

buttress his enthusiasm. Five months later, although the initial .

euphoria was somewhat faded. Byrnes entered the State Department

convinced that accomodation based on shared interests was both

possible and desirable in his future dealings with the Soviets.

A scant three days after assuming the post of Secretary of

State, Byrnes embarked with President Truman for the Potsdam

Conference, with the expressed purpose of seeking renewed

harmony:

"We wanted to reach agreement on four major issues: first,

the machinery and the procedures for the earliest possible draft-
ing and completion of peace treaties; second, the political and
economic principles which would govern the occupation of Germany;
third, plans for carrying out the Yalta Declaration on Liberated ' -.

Europe...; and fourth, a new approach to the reparations issue."'6 2Nm

To address the first issue, Byrnes had prepared a proposal

for the establishment of a Foreign Ministers' Council which would

formulate the general terms of the peace agreements for reference

to committees of deputies for the actual drafting of treaties.

The only point at issue being the extent of participation in the

Council by France and China, this proposal quickly became the

first approved act of the Potsdam Conference; ironically, it

62 Byrnes, Speaking Frankly. op. cit.; p. 68.
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almost as quickly became the principai vehicle by which to mask

continuing discords among the heads of state, since an issue

unresolved soon became, euphemisticaily, an 'issue referred to

the Council for further discussion' .63 The Council thus rapidly

outgrew its original purpose, becoming a forum for every aspect

of American and Soviet interests and a primary conduit for the

cybernetic feedback anticipated to influence decisional behavior.

Implementation of the Declaration on Liberated Europe was

among the first of the issues so referred, both at Potsdam and in

several succeeding meetings. Continuing disagreement swirled

around the American position supporting free elections,

particularly in Bulgaria and Rumania, counterposed with Soviet

claims of governmental excesses in Greece. Underlying the former

issue were progress on peace treaties and resumption of

diplomatic relations with the two countries, both desired by the

Soviets but not at the risk of reintroducing 'unfriendly'

governments at their borders. Unable to discover the necessary

quid pro quo formula for mutual agreement, Byrnes was forced to

come away from this encounter with no more than a vague

commitment to free press access to the affected countries.6 4

This result should be expected to generate unsatisfactory

63 U.S. Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United

States: the Berlin Conference, vol 2. Washington: US Government
Printing Office, 1960: p. 328.

64 Ibid.: pp. 1478-1498.
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negative feedback in the %tractability' variable of the

cybernetic model. Recalling that cybernetic changes in strategy

can move randomly, however, it must suffice to suggest that this

feedback increases the likelihood of some change in behavior; the

specific direction of such a change remains to be determined, to

the extent possible, by feedback in the other variables of

interest.

I

Competing Soviet and American interests collided to

complicate the issue of war reparations. Mindful of the post-

World-War-I use of American aid to pay reparations bills, and

having on this basis rejected the Morganthau Plan to reduce

Germany to the status of a 'pastoral country', Byrnes was

determined that the defeated powers not be taxed beyond their

capacity to support themselves. Predictably more concerned with

their own reconstruction needs, however, the Soviets insisted

upon the establishment of firm figures, specifically $20 billion,

of which they would receive half. 6 5  Both positions were further

muddled by the faits accompli which faced the contenders: by the

time of the Potsdam Conference, a great deal of property and

equipment had already been removed from Germany by the Soviets as

'war booty', and a sizeable portion of the eastern Soviet

occupation zone had been turned over to the Poles for V
administration, as an apparent prelude to annexation. The

r.65 State Department, Berlin Conference, op. cit.; pp. 1478-1498.
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question of precisely what assets would qualify as reparations

thus became an additional point of contention. The cybernetic

impulse to maintain harmony through adaptive behavior is

graphically realized in Byrnes' resulting proposal: each power

would exact reparations from its own zone of occupation, by its

own criteria. In order to compensate for the preponderance (60%)

of industrial facilities in the western zones, and in apparent

deference to the Soviet claim to half the reparations, Byrnes

offered to transfer the 10% differential to the Russians - but

under Western, not Soviet, criteria. 66 An additional percentage

would be made available in trade for food and raw materials from

the eastern zone. The result was clearly a pro forma agreement,

preserving the shape if not the substance of the original argu-

ments, but restoring at least some measure of harmony to the

conference. The lack of goal orientation in this decision

provides even weightier evidence of cybernetic processing, in

that it plainly dealt a staggering blow to the American objective r

of eventual German reunification, but one which was either

overlooked or ignored by Byrnes in forwarding the proposal.

The separation of issues characteristic of the cybernetic

model would lead further to the expectation that this agreement,

despite its heavily economic overtones, would have little or no

impact on discussion of the remaining issue of German occupation .o

66 State Department, Berlin Conference, op. cit.; pp. 1478-1498.
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policy, and indeed, "agreement quickly followed on such matters

as the economic principles to govern the occupation of Germany,

including the compact to treat the country as an economic ' -

unit. '6 7  It rather strains credulity, in fact, to suppose that

such a stark contradiction could have arisen from either of the

other two models under examination: analytic processing would

seem to exclude it almost by definition, while cognitive

consistency argues strongly against it, given the consequent

level of cognitive dissonance thereby introduced. The evidence

suggests strongly, then, that Byrnes' initial policy-making

encounter with the Soviets was guided by a cybernetic process of

decision.

Byrnes' subsequent behavior, if cybernetically motivated,

should vary with the acceptability of feedback in the channels

identified earlier: relative power, domestic opinion, and trac-

tability of the opponent. It has already been surmised that

perceived Soviet intransigence on implementation of the

Declaration on Liberated Europe generated negative feedback in

the variable of 'tractability', but without firm indication of

what direction the appropriate corrective strategy might take.

Given the continued atmosphere of wartime allied cooperation

which prevailed in July of 1945, outside opinion regarding the

accords seems to have remained acceptably supportive, thus

67 Byrnes, Speaking Frankly, op. cit.; p. 85.
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offering no further signal for change. The Soviet-American power

relationship as Byrnes perceived it, however, deserves further

attention. At the outset of the Potsdam Conference, the relative

military capabilities of the two players supported the quid pro

quo bargaining strategy employed by the Secretary; but it was

toward the end of this conference that word arrived of the first

successful American atomic test at Alamogordo.

By the time the Council of Foreign Ministers met again in

London in September 1945, the United States possessed a viable

monopoly in atomic weapons and had used them twice against Japan.

As indicated by his early resistance to initial efforts toward

control of the new technology, 6 8 Byrnes evidently perceived in

the atomic bomb a new American power position that would give

direction to his revision of strategy. "Mr. Byrnes said ... he

felt that before any international discussion of the future of

the bomb could take place we must first see whether we can work

out a decent peace.'*69 Given the impetus for policy revision

generated by Soviet intractability, and the direction motivated

by a favorable new change in power relationships, then.

cybernetic assumptions would lead to the expectation that the

Secretary would assume a tougher bargaining stance at the next

opportunity. r

68 Gaddis, gk. cit.; p. 251.

69 U.S. Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United

States: 1945, vol 2. US Government Printing Office, 1967: p. 56.
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The Council met in London in September for the purpose of

drafting peace treaties, as its charter dictated: but many issues

unresolved at Potsdam stood in the way. Progress on the Italian

treaty, as a prime example, was blocked from several quarters.

* At Potsdam, Stalin had expressed incidental interest in acquiring

one of the Italian colonies, preferably Tripolitania; his foreign

minister, Molotov, now formalized this proposal as a request for

Soviet trusteeship. Byrnes maintained that the trust should be a

collective one under the auspices of the United Nations. Soviet

claims to reparations again encountered American resistance based

on the previous experience of footing reparations bills through

reconstruction aid. Disposition of the Dodecanese islands

stalled on the issue of demilitarization. Soviet-proposed

adjustments to the Italian-Yugoslav border were rejected by

Byrnes for their portended transfer to Yugoslav sovereignty of

the port of Trieste. 7 0  The Secretary was not disposed to

undertake this sort of linkage diplomacy in attaining an Italian

peace treaty. Later, Byrnes would remark: "as far as I was

concerned, Christmas was over - it was now January 1, and we had

many bills to pay. Instead of issuing more IOUs, I wanted to -2

collect some we held. '7 1  The firmer negotiating posture

predicted by the model is thus consistent with Byrnes' behavior

at London.

70 State Department, 1945, oP. cit.; pp. 188-224.

71 Byrnes, Speaking Frankly, op. cit.; p. 105.
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Additional issues addressed by the Council provide further

support to this conclusion, and offer evidence of the cybernetic

feedback to result from this encounter. In his continuing

efforts to secure implementation of his perception of the Yalta

accords on eastern Europe, Byrnes was stoutly rebuffed by

Molotov's repeated contention that the governments of Bulgaria

and Rumania were at least as representative as those of Italy and

Greece, and the latter's imputation of anti-Russian motives to

American pressure in this area. To Byrnes' protestations that

"the United States is not interested in any way in seeing

anything but governments friendly to the Soviet Union in adjacent

countries", "Molotov replied that he must tell the Secretary that

they did have doubts, and it would not be honest to hide it. ''7 2

Instead, Molotov maneuvered to exclude France and China from - -

further discussion of the eastern European treaties, evidently to

isolate the American perspective, and countered by opening the

issue of establishing an Allied Control Council for Japan, which of

Byrnes was not prepared to discuss, having sought to concentrate

on the European issues.

The conference thus ended in considerable disarray, without

even agreement on the release of a communique; harmony was not

served in the outcome, but hypothesized channels of cybernetic

feedback certainly were. Byrnes' revision of bargaining strategy

72 State Department, 1945, op. cit.; p. 194.
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nad been shaped by his perceived change in the power relation-

ships between the United States and the Soviet Union resulting 2
4

from the American atomic monopoly, and he had clearly inferred a

deterministic link between this variable and that of Soviet

tractability, thus leading him to expect positive results of his

tougher posture. The result in fact proved just the opposite:

the Russians seemed if anything more intransigent than ever. The

model should thus anticipate new values for each of the feedback 4
variables to flow from this encounter. The stout Soviet refusal

to recognize any change in the power relationships of the

contenders exposed the fallacy of its purported deterministic

linkage with tractability, thus returning the former variable to

an acceptable value no longer promoting a change in strategy.

The latter factor, however, moves even further into the unaccept-

able range, and while it would stretch the tenets of the paradigm

to assign an effect based on the value differential, it may yet "

be observed that, the given change in strategy having failed to

restore equilibrium, the next change should occur in the opposite

direction. Reinforcing this notion is the incremental nature of

cybernetic strategies, which would militate against any extreme

of behavior such as an even tougher bargaining stance would

represent.

The variable of 'outside opinion' deserves special attention

at this juncture for its weight in the attribution of cybernetic

behavior to the decision-maker. By the time of the London
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conference, the atmosphere of allied wartime unity which had

characterized American attitudes toward the Soviet Union had

dissipated considerably, and Byrnes' firmer position was not only

accepted but applauded in such key arenas as the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee. 7 3 Under the assumptions of any other model,

it would be reasonable to expect such a reaction to positively

reinforce the perceived value of the policy choice undertaken; in

a cybernetic process, however, this feedback qualifies simply as

,acceptable', thus neither promoting nor, in particular, inhibit-

ing a further change in strategy. As a result, with continued

Soviet intractability precluding the desired restoration of

equilibrium, a new shift in policy back toward a more concil-

iatory posture should be anticipated.

Byrnes' anxiety to regain harmony through a revised strategy

is evidenced by the haste with which he moved to organize another

meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers. Invoking the Yalta

agreement that such meetings should take place every three

months, he proposed a meeting in Moscow for December. His

advocacy of this proposal further serves to reinforce the

predicted isolation of feedback in the three variables being

considered, which do not account for allied views. Byrnes'

momentum seems to have been slowed not at all by a strongly

negative initial reaction from the British: "Unilateral action

73 Gaddis, on. cit,' p. 267.
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[is] deeply resented by both [Foreign Minister] Bevin and

Cabinet. Bevin refuses to talk tonight or attend conference [in]

Moscow. 7 4  The French and Chinese were not even invited, in

apparent deference to Molotov's earlier protestations for their

exclusion, and Byrnes had taken steps in the meantime to recog-

nize the provisional governments of Austria and Hungary as

gestures of good faith. The stage was thus set for a meeting of

conciliation with the Soviets, allied reservations notwithstand-

ing, since negative feedback did not reach any of the available

channels. Byrnes was convinced that the Moscow meeting would

provide him more direct access to Stalin and thus shorten the

path to renewed harmony that he sought.

The progress of the meeting itself seemed to reward Byrnes'

aspirations. Having offered the quid pro quo of a Far Eastern

Commission and Allied Control Council to give the Soviets a token

role in the occupation of Japan, Byrnes obtained in turn from P,

Stalin assurances of token broadening of the governments of

Bulgaria and Rumania which would facilitate their recognition by

the United States and thus enable the peace treaties to proceed.

England's Bevin, who had finally agreed to attend the conference

after all, had less success with the issue of Iran, where the

government's request for the withdrawal of foreign troops had
V.

been met by the British but not the Soviets; the record suggests

4-

74 State Department, 1945, on. cit.; p. 581.
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that Byrnes treated this question as peripherally as he did that

of the control of atomic energy. 75  Having witnessed the failure

of the American atomic monopoly to alter the power relationship,

Byrnes freely offered a proposal which would estasblish the

United Nations Atomic Energy Commission, and as freely allowed

the Iranian question to slip by unmentioned in the final

communique. Another pro forma agreement had been reached, and

equilibrium was restored.

The harmony achieved at Moscow, however, was short-lived.

Feedback in the variables of relative power and tractability had

been restored to acceptable values, but outside domestic opinions

resulting from the accords quickly moved outside that range.

George Kennan, then Charge' d'Affaires at the embassy in Moscow,

made a strong allusion to Byrn"3' non-goal-oriented cybernetic

behavior by remarking that "his main purpose is to achieve some

sort of an agreement, he doesn't much care what. ''7 6 Senators of

the Foreign Relations Committee and Administration advisers were

* becoming concerned about 'appeasement', and President Truman

himself was "tired of babying the Soviets."7 7  The dissonance

rose to a crescendo on 27 February 1946, when Foreign Relations

Committee chairman Arthur Vandenberg delivered his "What is

75 State Department, 1945, op. cit.; p. 805.

76 Gaddis, op. cit.; p. 286.

77 Byrnes, All in One Lifetime, op. cit.; p. 402.
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Russia Up To Now?" speech on the Senate floor, which implicitly

but pointedly condemned Byrnes' conciliatory policy. 78  By this

time, the assumptions of the model would already imply another

forthcoming change in strategy, with its direction this time

clearly indicated by the nature of the feedback in the system.

Adding momentum to this impetus was a 9 February public address

by Stalin stressing the basic incompatibility of communism and

capitalism, and strongly suggesting the inevitability of war

under the existing dichotomy of systems. These remarks, coupled

with the unresolved Soviet presence in Iran, serve to indicate

that the variable of opponent tractability was again slipping
Ii

into the unacceptable range as well, thereby reinforcing the

mandate for change.

By the time the Council of Foreign Ministers met again in

April to prepare the way for the Paris peace conferences, Byrnes'

revision of strategy was already clearly in evidence. In a major

public address of his own, the Secretary had declared that "if we

are to be a great power we must act as a great power, ' 7 9 and had

demonstrated this new resolve by firm if belated action to

redress the Iranian situation. In Moscow Stalin had defended the

continued Soviet military presence there as a hedge against

78 U.S. Congress, Congressional Record. Washington: US
Government Printing Office, 27 Feb 1945; pp. 1692-1695.

79 U.S. Department of State, Department of State Bulletin, XIV.

* Washington: US Government Printing Office, 10 Mar 1946; p. 358.
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sabotage of the oilfields in the northern province of Azerbaijan:

evidence such as the use of Soviet troops to exclude Iranian

troops from the area, however, indicated potentially more ominous

designs. Through a complex series of diplomatic maneuvers in-

cluding stiff cables to Moscow, press releases, and an appeal to

the initial session of the United Nations Security Council,

Byrnes made it clear that the case was not to be conceded this

time, 8 0 and the Soviets, under pressure from all quarters, final-

ly withdrew. Strong outside support during this episode, coupled ..

with the more tractable Soviet response, suggest in the model a

proximity to equilibrium unmatched since the Potsdam conference, 4

which may have provided initial reinforcement of the new policy.

As if to institutionalize this process of reinforcement,

Byrnes named to his Paris delegation Senators Vandenberg and Tom

Connally, the ranking members of the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee, thus incorporating key conduits of the domestic

opinion that was to buttress his new policy. That Connally and

Vandenberg would remain with the Scretary throughout the

remaining Council sessions of his tenure is an interesting and

salient observation, not because it represents an outcome

predictable by the model but because it strengthens the basic

assumptions of the cybernetic paradigm itself.

80 U.S. Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United "
States: 1946, vol 7. Washington: US Government Printing Office,

1970; pp. 340-356.
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The principal source of the imbalance arising from the Moscow

conference was the delay in outside feedback, which reached

Byrnes only ex post facto and thus generated a disequilibrium

which could not be immediately addressed a potential overload

to the system. By attaching Senators Connally and Vandenberg,

and thereby shortening his lines of communication, so to speak,

Byrnes ensured rapid receipt of future feedback, hence improving

the anticipated effectiveness of the cybernetic process through

which his behavior has been conceptualized. By contrast, an

analytic model would seek to assimilate divergent views a priori,

while the cognitive alternative would militate against any

systematic exposure to potentially dissonant information at all.

This result thus seems consistent only with the assumptions of a

cybernetic model of decision.

Byrnes wasted little ime pressing his new resolve in Paris.

As an early test of Soviet objectives, he revived and formalized

a proposal discussed in passing both in London and Moscow for a

four-power treaty guaranteeing the demilitarization of Germany

for a twenty-five year period, intimating to Molotov that

"frankly, there were many people in the United States who were

unable to understand the exact aim of the Soviet Union - whether

it was a search for security or expansion. Such a treaty ...

would effectively take care of the question of security."8 1  The

81 State Department, 1946, vol 2, on. cit.; pp. 146-147.
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implication was clear, and the private discourse which followed

assured Byrnes that the Russians would reject the proposal. The

next day, 29 April, the Secretary, over Molotov's objections,

presented the draft treaty to the formal Council meeting, there-

by solidifying his position for the months to follow. .

Although this and other issues regarding Germany and Austria

surfaced frequently during the conference, it was obvious from -

the start that insufficient common ground existed to form the

basis for consideration and drafting of peace treaties for these

countries; accordingly, attention focused on the remaining
b.I

European treaties, with settlement of the outstanding Italian

questions quickly emerging as the pace-setter for accomodations

on Finland, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Rumania. The issues remained

the same as in London the year before: reparations, territorial

adjustments along the Italian-Yugoslav frontier including the

port city of Trieste, disposition of the Dodecanese islands, and '"

provisions for the former Italian colonies. True to his new

strategy of 'patience with firmness', Byrnes let the entire first

session of the conference go by without budging on any of these -

issues, remarking quite casually at its conclusion that "he hoped

that the June 15 meeting would be more successful." 8 2  As the

second session convened he gave every evidence of the same

disposition, with strong support from Connally and Vandenberg.

82 State Department, 1946, vol 2, pn. cit.: p. 436.
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Then in the Council meeting of 27 June the strategy seemed to pay

off, as Molotov abruptly announced Soviet agreement to the

cession of the Dodecanese to Greece, and before Byrnes had a

minute or two to recover", further agreed in substance to turn

the Italian colonies over to the United Nations, thence implicit-

ly relenquishing the long-sought Soviet trusteeship in the I.

Mediterranean.83

I
Impressed with these concessions, Byrnes proceeded to review

the status of the remaining issues. Cybernetic feedback

generated by the Soviet moves would suggest that accomodation was

still possible. Convinced that the Russians would never agree to

Italian sovereignty over Trieste, and himself determined against

cession of the city to Yugoslavia, the Secretary now expressed

some belated interest in a French proposal tabled some days

earlier under which Trieste would be internationalized as a free

port under the auspices of the United Nations. After a thorough

final test of each others' resolves, Byrnes and Molotov finally . -

agreed to this compromise on 3 July. 8 4  Neither had been able to

attain his own goal, but each had prevented the other from

attaining his - a trenchant commentary on the deteriorated state

of shared interests, since this result coincides precisely with

the mathematical definition of a zero-sum game.

83 Byrnes, Speaking Frankly, op. cit.; pp. 131-132.

84 State Department, 1946, vol 2, on. cit.; pp. 731-738.
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The Italian reparations issue, in the meantime, had more or

less resolved itself. The Soviet claim to $100 million had
4

already been recognized by the Council, with the sources of

payment still at issue. Byrnes had argued consistently against

the use of current production assets, which he asserted the
; .4

Italians could not afford; at about the same juncture as the

Trieste accord, however, the Italian government forwarded its

preference for payment from current production in lieu of further
I

removals of capital equipment, which it could even less afford.

Uncomfortably isolated, Byrnes demurred, and the reparations

issue was settled.

On balance, however, the strategy of 'patience with firmness'

would seem to have proven a cybernetically stabilizing one.

Power relationships remained in balance; improved Soviet tracta-

bility was evidenced in numerous concessions: and, perhaps most

importantly, the new policy garnered strong domestic support at- "

home. The President's support was particularly in evidence as

the policy was challenged publicly by Secretary of Commerce Henry

Wallace, a former Vice President with higher political aspira-

tions, and something of a spokesman for the liberal wing of the

Democratic Party. After some deliberation, Truman made the hard

choice of policy over party and asked for Wallace's resignation. r

Byrnes was understandably gratified.8 5 Given the attainment of

85 Byrnes, All in One Lifetime, op. cit.; pp. 370-376.
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equilibrium in the model and the reinforcement of consistently

acceptable feedback in all available channels, then, the 'recipe'

% of 'patience with firmness' should be expected to persist as a

.- cybernetic solution..

The policy did indeed persist, both within and without the

Council negotiating forums. In Germany, the basic incompat-

ibility of the reparations arrangements with the once-cardinal

goal of national reunification was becoming increasingly

apparent: a cybernetic orientation, however, would portend

adjustment of the objective rather than the potential upset of a - -"

hard-won equilibrium. Consistent with these expectations. Byrnes

announced in September that "if complete unification cannot be

secured, we shall do everything in our power to secure maximum

possible unification, '8 6 thus tacitly sanctioning abandonment of

the Soviet zone. Just the preceding month, the Secretary had

strongly supported Turkish resistance to Soviet pressure for a

* joint military presence in the Dardanelles, a long-sought

objective finally answered by the dispatch of American fleet

- elements to the eastern Mediterranean.8 7  Again the Soviets

conceded, thus providing further support for the policy by now

widely accepted by his constituent audience and accordingly by

Byrnes himself.

S.86 U.S. Department of State, Department of State Bulletin, XV.

, Washington: US Government Printing Office, 15 Sep 1946; p. 499.

87 State Department, 1946, vol 7, op. cit.; pp. 827-842.
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As the Council of Foreign Ministers met once again in New

York in November to implement the recommendations of the Paris

peace conference, Byrnes' strategy was well implanted. The

record of the first three weeks of this meeting is replete with

'exchanges of views' and 'deferrals' as the American delegation

parried Soviet efforts to reopen the issue of Trieste and other

matters thought previously disposed of. 8 8 Byrnes observed with

some amusement the "futuristic doodles' drawn by Connally and - -

Vandenberg during Soviet speeches.8 9 Finally Molotov arrived for

a private inquiry regarding the progress of the Council;

patience, it would seem, had paid off again, and Byrnes quickly

followed with firmness, replying that -he had almost come to the

conclusion that it would be better to admit frankly that they

could not agree and announce their disagreement to the world. '9 0

His implication was clear - further American concessions would

not be forthcoming - and the gambit apparently worked, as there

followed, in stark contrast to what went before, a proliferation

of agreements which eventually incorporated most of the peace

conference recommendations.9 1  The five treaties were at last

drafted; Byrnes had not attained all the American goals, had not

even acted consistently in the long-range interests of these

88 State Department, 1946, vol 2, op. cit.; pp. 965-1256 passim.

89 Byrnes, Speaking Frankly, op. cit.; p. 151.

90 State Department, 1946, vol 2, on. cit.; p. 1264. y-.

91 Ibid; pp. 1337-1559 passim.
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goals, but had satisfied and maintained the cybernetic mandate

for equilibrium, and provided as a result of this last conference

a significant additional measure of reinforcement for the foreign

policy 'recipe' he would bequeath to the Administration. Having

tendered his resignation in advance some nine months earlier for _____

health reasons, Byrnes left the Department of State with the

signing of the peace treaties on 20 January 1947. 'Patience with

firmness' lingered on, however, to evolve into the 'containment'

policy which would shortly herald the institutionalization of the

cold war.

The conceptual lens through which the decision-making

behavior of James F. Byrnes as Secretary of State has been viewed

portrays a clear pattern of adaptation versus direction, accomo-

dation versus momentum. While such a pattern is in itself

strongly suggestive of a cybernetic process, this same general

result might arguably derive from the interaction of systemic

variables associable with this period; the American impulse

toward a return to isolationism confronting the mandate for. its

new role as a superpower, for example, has been employed in this 7

regard. The specific nature of activity within this pattern and

the resulting outcomes which served to shape that new role,

however, can be conceptualized most lucidly at the decision- -i

making level of analysis. It is at this level that the vacil-

lating and often non-goal-oriented pursuit of policy development

vis-a-vis the Soviet Union is most consistently explained by the
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cybernetic model of decision, as applied to the contemporary

Secretary of State.

Salient elements of Byrnes' operational code isolated by the

methodology under examination led to the selection of the

cybernetic model as the 'best fit' for this decision-maker; the

historical record provides strong evidence in support of this

selection. Byrnes' approach to the Soviets at Potsdam was --

essentially conciliatory; at the London Council of Foreign

Ministers, more unyielding. At Moscow he was again conciliatory,

but at Paris firm once more, and in New York firm yet again.

This disparate sequence of policy behavior, and ensuing events

such as the dismemberment of Germany, internationalization of

Trieste, and divergent administration of the occupied countries,

displays important processes and outcomes which would baffle an

analytic or cognitive conceptual framework. The observed pattern

is, however, entirely concordant with the assumptions of a
, L -

cybernetic model regulated by feedback in the variables noted.

The decision-making typology of the operational code profile thus

seems a useful conceptual tool for explaining the decision-making

behavior of James F. Byrnes and its critical impact upon postwar

American foreign policy.
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CHAPTER 5

~ON~L..U3.I DN" E

This paper has attempted a brief review of the existing theory

of individual processes of decision-making, with a view toward

deriving means by which the behavior of a given actor might be

systematically fitted to an available model of decision, for

purposes of explanation and/or prediction. The principal models

explored, and possible variants considered (but not treated),

were those generically labeled 'analytic', 'cybernetic', and

"cognitive'. These models provided distinct if not exhaustive

means by which to characterize the successive stages of the

decision process, and hence differentiate effectively between

disparate decision-making behavior and concomitant outcomes.

The analytic model was explored primarily from its prescrip-

tive perspective, with some empirical variants noted. Value

integration was observed to be the key formulative tool, through

quantification and resultant preference-ordering of relevant

outcome variables. Uncertainty is controlled through the assess-

ment of relative probabilities of outcomes anticipated from

available strategies, and through weighting of the ensuing

expected outcome values according to the risk attitudes of the

decision-maker. Both probability assessments and outcome values .:. ,

are progressively updated by assimilation techniques which ensure

optimal diagnosticity of incoming data. Comprehensive evaluation
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of all formulated options then yields a strategy which produces

the greatest expected outcome value. In imputing analytic

behavior to a decision-maker, complete rigor in application would

clearly be exceptional; rather, expectations were focused on the

conceptual characteristics inherent in analytic processes.

Formulation in the cognitive model was described as more

intricately shaped by the decision-maker's belief system and its

assimilative tools of inferential memory, internal consistency,

congruence with the environment, and structural economy through

simplicity and stability; these tools suggested a high level of

perceived, if not actual, value integration, and a tendency

toward categorical assessment of risk to reduce uncertainty. New

information must be filtered through the existing structure of

beliefs: revision is thus highly dependent upon data content,

situation, update rate, and even time of arrival, so that optimal

diagnosticity is unlikely to be attained. The evaluation process °A

is governed by such inconsistency-management mechanisms as images

and arguments from analogy, wishful thinking, and inferences of

impossibility, so that choices are successively and categorically F

eliminated; in the logical extreme, the process concludes with

but a single 'acceptable' choice remaining, or failing that, with

few enough choices for coherent comparison of affected values.

The key controlling factor throughout was determined as the

maintenance of cognitive consistency through transformation or

elimination of dissonant information.
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The cybernetic model, finally, wa& found to articulate only

those values essential to the equilibrium of the environment;

attention focuses accordingly on a few key variables associated

with these values, and lack of specific goal orientation obviates

the need for direct outcome calculations entirely. Revision is

guided by feedback in the key variables chosen, which registers

dichotomously as either 'acceptable' or 'unacceptable' and in the

latter case generates changes in strategy. Choice selection then

proceeds, depending on the nature of feedback received, either by

incremental change to the existing policy or by a random search

of available 'recipes' or 'SOPs'. Successful SOPs were thus

expected to persist over time. while others drop out of the

system.

This effort to evoke the central features and characteristics

of the principal decision-making models was directed at a deter-

mination of means by which the behavior of a given actor could

best be explained or predicted among the alternatives available;

there remained the development of a vehicle by which such a

discrimination could be effectively made. The operational code

construct offered such a vehicle by encapsulating in five 'philo-

sophical' and five 'instrumental' beliefs the key elements of the

decision-maker's attitudes and orientations, and hence propen-

sities for patterns of choice behavior. From this construct a

series of continuua were devised to measure beliefs as ranges of -.

values in the dimensions stipulated by the code. By examining
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each of these dimensions for its marginal contribution to the

decision process. a 'profile' was developed for each of the

models reflecting the operational code content of the ideal

decision-maker of each 'pure type'. Successive elements of the

belief set were concurrently examined for their relative impact

on the decision process and their stochastic relationships with

other beliefs in the specific context of decisional patterns:

inferences drawn from this exercise in what might be termed -

'qualitative factor analysis' yielded a reduced belief set and

corresponding operational code profile intended to capture the

core determinants of decision-making behavior from elements of

the first and fourth philosophical beliefs and the third instru-

mental belief.

Preliminary steps toward validation of a typology based upon

the operational code profile were undertaken in an analysis of

three prominent national security decision-makers. The selection

of Secretaries of State Byrnes, Acheson, and Dulles was supported

by their proximity in role and time, and the availability of

operational code studies, or, in the case of Byrnes, a close

surrogate, from which to construct their profiles. It was

further anticipated that these three would furnish reasonable

approximations of each of the three 'pure types' under

investigation: analytic, cognitive, and cybernetic. By reference

to existing results, then, operational code profiles in both full

and reduced forms were constructed for each decision-maker.
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The relatively close fit observed in the comparison of each

case to the profile for the corresponding model, both graphically

* and by rudimentary quantitative measures, motivated a concluding

brief exploration of the nominal utility of the typology as a

means of explaining actual patterns of decision-making behavior.

The case of Byrnes was selected primarily on the basis of economy

of effort, in that the cybernetic model offered the simplest tool

of analysis, and by a happy coincidence Byrnes' tenure in office

as Secretary of State, the targeted period of analysis, was also

the shortest in duration among the three. The historical record

of policy development and evolution during this crucial period ofm

the postwar era was found to reflect major trends and outcomes

which could be satisfactorily explained only in the context of a

cybernetic model of decision. The potential value of the

methodology was thus realized in this instance.

It is perhaps inevitable that an inquiry of even such modest

depth as this concludes with more unanswered questions than

enlightening solutions. If the principal value of the effort is

to demonstrate that these questions are worth answering, however,

it will certainly have served its purpose. A number of sugges-

tive issues have been raised or implied and bypassed in the

course of the preceding chapters; a review of the most evident is

offered here by way of an attempt at recapitulation and

suggestions for further study in the critical realm of national ,.-'-.

security decision-making.
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The typology developed here is, first, a highly simplistic

one. Only the three %pure types' have been treated in any 2

detail, even though the possibilities for varying behavioral

propensities are as complex as they are both reasonable and

intuitively appealing. Even the reduced belief set, if it indeed

represents a minimum essential determinant of decision-making

behavior, and if only the three ranges of values corresponding to

the three models are considered, permits some 36, or 729, ....

theoretically possible variations. If the six elements of this

set are independent, as has been inferred, then all 729 should be

empirically sound. This is not to imply that 729 different

models should be necessary to provide an adequate descriptive

base - a self-defeating proposition in terms of the tenets of an

effective theory - but only that the significance of variations

from the "pure types' discussed here needs to be investigated

more thoroughly.

The potentially disparate impact of such variations on the

successive individual stages of the decision process poses a

further order of complexity touched upon only in passing here.

The possibility that different portions of the belief set affect

different stages of the process in different ways cannot be

discounted. One conceivable hypothesis is that the philosophical _4

beliefs, which generally shape the actor's perception of the
h-s. - .

environment, should govern the stage of formulation, while the

instrumental beliefs which guide action should influence the
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solution stage. This proposition has some appeal in the

abstract, but the truth may prove to be more complex when the

sub-stages of diagnosis, search, revision, evaluation, and the

decision rule are considered.

,40
The viability of the effort to demonstrate interdependence

among beliefs of the full set and thereby reach an irreducible

subset of the operational code profile within the specific con-

text of decision-making behavior was reinforced in the case

reviews conducted, where the same or similar beliefs and

characteristics were evoked in multiple instances to support the

assignment of ranges of values for different belief continuua.

In no obvious case did such duplication occur between purportedly

independent beliefs of the reduced set: on the other hand, it

remains to be judged independently whether this reduced set would

alone have sufficed to replicate the full set, or at least those

additional elements deemed salient to decision-making behavior,

with reasonable accuracy. The distinction between those beliefs

asserted as interdependent and those expected to have no more

than minimal impact on the decision process is an important one L

here. This question is further, of course, secondary to the

proposition that the reduced set should lead to the same charac-

terization of the decision-maker as does the full set, which is

the real ultimate object. That this object was realized in each

of the three cases examined here is suggestive, but hardly a

matter of proof. t22-
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Operationalization of the models themselves is an area in

which much remains to be refined. Explicit techniques which

translate the general characteristics of the respective paradigms

into clearl defined decision mechanisms are presently limited to

the decision analysis procedure for the analytic model, the

cognitive mapping approach for the cognitive model, and the

simple homeostatic analogy for the cybernetic model, and little

case work has been done to develop and exercise even these

techniques as tools of analysis in the task at hand. Decision

analysis has plainly undergone the greatest exploitation of the

three as a normative device for optimal policy prescription, but

is typically employed in business or engineering applications

where values, risks and outcomes are perhaps somewhat more read-

ily defined than in the complex calculus of national security.

Additional case work employing these techniques and further

*[ explication and refinement of the techniques themselves on the

basis of empirical findings can increase their analytical power

to a new order of magnitude.

The operational code study itself, of course, serves as a

centerpiece for the theoretical constructs explored here: it is

the raw material from which the operational code profile is

constructed and an appropriate model then fitted and employed to F

characterize the actions of the decision-maker. Fewer than a

dozen such studies have been cited in the literature: many are

* unpublished papers to which access is consequently difficult.
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Those which are accessible employ varying techniques to arrive at

their conclusions, all involving exhaustive research of the

actor's written and spoken record to infer the beliefs comprising

the code. Content analysis is the generic term used to subsume a

rather broad quantitative or qualitative approach to the process,

and is in itself an analytical tool with ample room to grow in

rigor and sophistication. Development of a uniform methodology

and accompanying tools and procedures governing the conduct of

operational code studies would greatly improve the cumulative

value of their contribution to the available body of knowledge in

this field. Any reduction such a methodology might achieve in

the formidable research demands currently placed on such a study

would likewise represent a much-needed step toward parsimony and

a corresponding increase in the appeal of the paradigm. As means

to an end, the purported mandate for such steps implies that the

body of knowledge needs tc, grow. Availability of a wide range of

operational code assessments of key decision-makers, inclusive of-"

various organizational structures and fields of endeavor, would

add richness and depth to potential applications of this valuable

construct which are currently wanting. There is no intuitively

apparent reason such applications should be limited to the field

of national security, nor indeed to international politics; to

the extent that unitary decision-makers need to be better under-

stood. as advocates, as adversaries, or as figures of historical

import, there is ample justification to proceed to further

refinement and expansion of the methods and resources at hand.
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The potential weight of additional evidence, finally, has far

more than simple cumulative import. The methods and concepts

employed in a principally heuristic sense here are motivated

largely by the more elegant tools of statistical analysis. Not

only the language of the discourse in which the decision models "

themselves have developed, but the validation of inferences, the

determination of factors to establish relationships between

interdependent variables, the analysis of variation in empirical

observations, and the measure of goodness of fit of a model to

actual data, all concepts invoked abstractly in the course of

this study, have far more powerful manifestations in their pure

analytical forms. The ability to employ them formally, of

course, requires only a modest accumulation of empirical data -

precisely that effort cited already as the area of greatest need

at the present juncture. As additional methodologically uniform

case studies may be conducted and their results made available,

the data base can expand to a size at which statistical analysis

can be brought credibly and powerfully to bear upon the multiple

inferences and hypotheses formulated here.

The methodology of the operational code profile and the

decision-making typology it proposes offer an embryonic attempt

to achieve a modicum of structure in a formidably complex field F

of inquiry. The study of decision-making freely crosses disci-

plinary lines both in the breadth of its constituent components

and the wide scope of its impact; few, if any, of the social and
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engineering sciences are silent on the subject, and the dedicated

literature accordingly grows exponentially over time. There can

be little assurance that this effort does justice to that body of

knowledge, let alone adds materially to it; but the quest for

order and meaningful systematization is perhaps nowhere better J
justified than in as diverse a pedagogy as this. The underlying

motive - better understanding of the decision-making process, for

description, explanation, prediction, and/or prescription - is a - a
persistent one which inspires continuing efforts to meet ana

overcome the attendant challenges. ,
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